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ABSTRACT
This study seeks to understand how qualities and characteristics of the study‘s
participants are influenced not only by their families and humble roots, but also for how they are
influenced specifically by corridos of Los Tigres Del Norte in which the theme of the songs
speak of immigrant life, values, and experiences as bicultural citizens and naturalized citizens.
In this study, these ideas are explored and examined using various methodological approaches,
including in-depth interviews, open-ended questions, and participant observations. This study
also demonstrates how corridos communicate with their listeners, how they are influenced by the
corridos, and more importantly, how they identify with the songs and how their worldview and
lives are affected. First hand testimonies of Los Tigres Del Norte fans who in turn are the
participants of the study support the ideas and research discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction: “Voy A Cantar Un Corrido Escuchen Muy Bien Mis Compas”
Corridos are an oral archive and tradition in the Mexican and Mexican American
transnational communities; corridos also offer a commentary in song on various communal,
cultural, and personal issues and events. These poetic narratives are often found within the
regional Mexican musical genre of norteño music. ―Conjunto Norteño is a musical expression
that is unique to the U.S.-Mexican border,‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 35) particularly in the
Northern states of Mexico, but música norteña like the Mexican people who love it, has crossed
borders and communities to reach many places in the United States and around the world.
Música norteña is distinct from other popular regional Mexican musical genres such as
Duranguense or Banda, for the reason that most, if not all norteño groups use button accordions,
bajo sexto or bajo quinto guitars with electric pickups, and saxophone, and ―their style is based
on accordion-driven polkas and waltzes‖ (Wald, 2001, p. 2). In regional Mexican music, in
particular within conjuntos norteños, Los Tigres Del Norte are considered to be the most
important and have had song themes relevant to many cultural dispositions: ―Los Tigres Del
Norte is indisputably the most popular and the most influential norteño group…Los Tigres‘
lasting success suggest that its migration-related corridos and border-crossing themes express
widely shared experiences and views among Mexican immigrants and hence appeal to many of
them‖ (Simonett, 2001, p. 228). Los Tigres Del Norte songs and corridos have crossed physical,
emotional, and cultural barriers to connect with fans. Los Tigres Del Norte in their 40 plus year
career have sold millions of records, toured North and South America often and their relevance
in corridos and norteño music is important.
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This thesis seeks to explore and explain the experiences of LTDN fans related to corridos
and their music. Narratives serve as a method for acquiring and describing the impact of LTDN
music and corridos on their fans. Narratives also serve as a conceptual framework to understand
social and personal dichotomies, not only at an individual basis, but as an important cultural
influence in our border community and transnational communities. In chapter 1, I will provide
brief background information about music as communication, the corrido, and Los Tigres Del
Norte. In chapter 2, a review of literature will be addressed along with emerging themes, such as
historical background and characteristics of the corrido, a brief history of LTDN, and ultimately
linking significant corridos and their significance in the present day. In chapter 3, I will provide
information about the study, and methods for study. In chapter 4, I will provide an analysis of
emerging themes, and chapter 5 will provide a conclusion to the study, ultimately answering the
research questions below and discussing the contributions to the field of communication, popular
music studies, and corridos.
RQ 1: How do fans identify with corridos and songs of Los Tigres Del Norte?
RQ 2: What communicative channels tied to cultural symbolism and regionalism exist or
arise at bailes of Los Tigres Del Norte?
RQ 3: Do the participants/informants‘ lives and occurrences affect their song or corrido
preferences?
1.2 Significance of Music, Song, Corridos & LTDN: “A Quienes Les Corresponda”
Music is a universal tool of unification of forming identities, and sub-cultures; also in its
basic form, music is communicative. James Lull (1987) writes, ―music is a passionate
sequencing of thoughts and feelings that expresses meaning in a manner that has no parallel in
human life. It is a universally recognized synthesis of the substance and style of our existence—a
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blending of personal, social, and cultural signification that is confused with no other variety of
communication. Music promotes experiences of the extreme for its makers and listeners, turning
the perilous emotional edges, vulnerabilities, triumphs, celebrations of life that can be
experienced privately or shared with others‖ (Lull, 1987, p. 10). Music through song, in essence
can communicate and evoke vivid memories, emotional liabilities and sentiment; it can also
communicate political, cultural, and symbolic values and morals along with countless themes
that carry valuable significance to the listeners. The meaning and significance of song has been
the focus of extensive research work in the social sciences; scholars have analyzed broad aspects
of song and fandom including bands, individual band members, and live concerts, yet as Eileen
Meehan, Vincent Mosco, and Janet Waski state, ―these kinds of analyses have often overlooked
a broader social totality, or the political, economic and cultural connections between institutions,
social control and commodities‖ (Meehan, Mosco, Wasko, 1993, p.107). In essence, Meehan,
Mosco, and Wasko argue that social science scholars often ignore the social and cultural impact
between different factions that include contemporary corridos, their listeners, and how they
identify and influence with each other, and aid as a social and cultural, real life story telling. I
argue that in this study an interesting dichotomy of political, religious, social and cultural
impacts are present which are created by the listeners, but research lacks in understanding
fandom in connection to corridos and bailes. ―Baile…refers to the secular social dance typically
enjoyed by people at parties, commercial dance halls, and nightclubs‖ (Nájera-Ramírez, Cantú,
& Romero, 2009, xiv).
The components previously mentioned can be seen as assets as these particular traits
whether at an individual basis, in a family or community because they create a significant set of
socioeconomic and cultural components that are vital and worthy of extensive research. These
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cultural and economic factors are grounded in what scholars refer to as certain socioeconomic
classes and statuses. The specific socioeconomic status of the individuals is the subject of
studies, in order to gain an understanding of their status in the United States, but this research is
dedicated to examining and understanding the influence of corridos, song, culture, and
background as it pertains to the world view and experiences of the informants. I argue that the
informant‘s socioeconomic status and upbringing correlated to corridos have important cultural
and societal impact and merit, which deserve a more in depth analysis. However, the very same
facets and components at times create a marginalized culture, society, or community, as Martha
Chew Sánchez states in Corridos in Migrant Memory, ―since corridos are created, listened to,
and performed by rural and urban working classes, they are normally seen as in opposition to the
cultural expression of the dominant culture and as unworthy of serious study‖ (Chew Sánchez,
2006, p. 31). Chew Sánchez makes an important point; as a corrido scholar she writes about the
lack of serious study only because corridos are mostly written by a social class that is not often
studied. Corrido scholars largely agree that the corrido has its roots firmly in Spain. However,
the Spanish corrido and the current Mexican form of the corrido differ on the basis that it
changed in its natural course to develop and adapt to current and changing social parameters.
Corridos are ―composed, transmitted, and consumed by rural and urban working-classes--people
distant from circles of power--the genre expresses viewpoints that often contradict or stand in
direct opposition to dominant perspectives‖ (Hernández, 1999, p. 1). Since their inception,
corridos have contested those in power, commented on class conflict, but more importantly as
Westgate notes, corridos have offered ―journalistic commentary on the political economic
relationships between history, society, morality and praxis in ways that other musical genres do
not‖ (Westgate, 2009, p. 1). Christopher Joseph Westgate offers a recent insight into the social
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construct and responsibility of the corrido; the journalistic commentary is written throughout the
history of the corrido, but this research project focuses on contemporary corridos, although
interview respondents might identify, mention, and express in narratives to Tigre corridos from
the 70s, 80s, and 90s.
Corridos are distinct in that they follow a script and verses in which the goal is to offer a
discourse in which the experience of the poor, silent, disadvantaged, and protest can be heard.
―Corridos provide a point of view of marginalized groups, which very often is different from or
in opposition to the official views of key events‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 31). Chew Sánchez
provides insight into one aspect of the corrido, that marginalized and silenced groups are
immigrants. These corridos provide a firsthand look into the reality of the immigrant experience.
As Chew Sánchez explains, ―immigrant corridos show the conflicts that migrants face regarding
assimilation into the mainstream culture of the host country…corridos often analyze and lament
losses, migrants lose their families, their land, and their visibility and regret their children‘s loss
of language and cultural pride‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 42). The losses suffered by
immigrants, acculturated and assimilated Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Latino Americans
as well as their aspirations in their new country all manifest in corridos. These sentiments and
narratives are more prominent in corridos by Los Tigres Del Norte.
When it comes to singing and the performance of corridos, and acting as the cultural and
physical representation of ―La Voz Del Pueblo,‖ Los Tigres Del Norte stands above the rest,
through their popularized and reenergized version of the Mexican corrido, that create a political,
social, and cultural discourse. ―In the story of LTDN discrepant crossings, we can discover the
shifting pattern of un/documented circulations, resistances, and negotiations. More important, the
border migrations of LTDN provide us with fascinating example of the problems that attended
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the passage of rural norteño musical forms to the mass-mediated culture industries‖ (Saldivar,
1997, II). Los Tigres Del Norte, as a famed conjunto have always remained close to their roots,
as immigrants themselves and from living life on ranches in Mexico. As residents of the United
States, they managed throughout their careers to be the principal interpreters for generations of
Mexicans, Mexican Americans, and Central and South Americans. Martha Chew Sánchez writes
about the importance of Los Tigres Del Norte: ―their directness appeals to emotional, aesthetic,
and cultural triggers that give their audiences the humanity and visibility that has been denied in
mainstream culture‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 192). Los Tigres Del Norte‘s lead singer and
founder is Jorge Hernández. He is also an accordion player and the oldest of the brothers.
Hernán Hernández known as ―Don Mechón,‖ due to a patch of white hair stemming from a
birthmark on his upper forehead is a vocalist and plays the bass. Eduardo Hernández plays the
accordion, bajo sexto, saxophone. He is also a vocalist, but more importantly produces, writes,
and arranges the music. Luis Hernández is the youngest of the brothers and considered to be the
heartthrob of the group; he plays the bajo sexto, and participates in some limited vocals. Finally,
the brothers‘ cousin, Óscar Lara plays the drums. Former members include Raúl Hernández,
vocalist and bajo sexto, Guadalupe Olivo on the accordion and saxophone, and Freddy
Hernández, percussionist, who has since passed away.
Los Tigres Del Norte were originally founded by three of the Hernández brothers and one
cousin, but as the decades passed very few lineup changes occurred. When those changes did
occur, they made sure they left the bloodline of the family in the band (Lostigresdelnorte, 2010).
The career of Los Tigres Del Norte which now spans 49 years started in 1963, in a small farm
town in Mocorito, Rosa Morada, Sinaloa, México. Due to their father‘s illness, Los Tigres Del
Norte started playing in cantinas, at quinceñeras, and at private parties. Even though they were
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underage, their talents were developed in singing, playing signature norteño instruments such as
the accordion, bajo sexto, and adding the standing bass or ―tololoche,‖ for deeper notes. Los
Tigres Del Norte got their name when as young men they were heading to the United States for
some appearances at ―bailes,‖ or dances. The immigration official noticed that they were very
young. In the United States, many terms are used to describe or define a young child, such as
―kid,‖ or ―sport,‖ but in this case the immigration official called them ―little tigers,‖ and since
then they called themselves Los Tigres Del Norte (Lostigresdelnorte, 2010). Los Tigres Del
Norte established themselves in San José, California, and a young entrepreneur named Art
Walker signed the conjunto to Fama Records. 1971 marked the inaugural success of the
conjunto with the release of ―Contrabando y Traición,‖ followed by 1973‘s ―La Banda Del Carro
Rojo‖ and their most recent success is named ―La Granja,‖ or The Farm. The roots of Los Tigres
Del Norte have always been firmly in place. Since their start, their goal was to work diligently,
to promote human and immigrant rights, and to tell true life stories in corridos about Mexican
and Mexican American identity: ―the musical production of Los Tigres has become a
transnational medium about documented and undocumented immigrant experiences‖ (Rodríguez,
2007, p. 15).
1.3 Study Importance: “De Paisano a Paisano”
Corridos, and Los Tigres Del Norte as a conjunto norteño all embody the purpose of
giving voice to the marginalized. In order to build compassion and inform the audience,
―conjunto is historically the music of la gente pobre…music‘s expressive energies are not
exhausted in its consummation as event; its effectiveness lives on in people‘s memories and may,
moreover, be metaphorically linked with other domains of social life to create complex bundles
of meaning, affect and action‖ (Peña, 1985, p. 134). Peña‘s observations point to the relevance
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and importance of this genre. Although Américo Paredes is very critical of corridos after the
1930s, I, like Peña believe this genre is a genuine art form that culturally and aesthetically
appeals to the poor, disadvantaged, marginalized and to individuals appreciating their heritage.
Musically and culturally speaking, the corrido is part of the Mexican culture; corridos are
an oral and cultural tradition connected to Mexican, Mexican American, and South and Central
American communities and social sectors. The lack of compassion, and understanding within
various communities of Latina/os, immigrants, acculturated and assimilated individuals only
heighten the overbearing sense of racism, fear and bigotry, and through corridos a sense of
understanding is a tool used for hope and compassion. The symbolic categories extend even
further with problems in biculturalism, racial identity, political corruptness and lack of political
accountability, religion and faith, and protest. The complex states and spaces previously
mentioned are still strong in the tradition of the corrido; therefore, the anonymous hero in the
corrido is still present, as well as their despair. The vocabulary, cultural and social expression is
directly tied to the oral tradition of the corrido, and is still worthy of serious study. This study
will focus on the social, cultural and regional aspects of bailes, which are regional Mexican
musical concerts in which the floor of the venue is open and cleared of seating so attendees can
dance. Furthermore fan narratives in relation to corridos and songs of LTDN will also be
analyzed.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 History of the Corrido: “La Neta De Las Netas”
The Smithsonian Institution Arts and Industries Building in Washington, DC and
University of California-Los Angeles Chicano Studies Research Center co-sponsored the
opening of a traveling exhibit service, on February 14th, 2002. The exhibit was called ―Corridos
sin Fronteras: A New World Ballad Tradition,‖ designed to connect generations to the oral
history of song and narrative. The traveling exhibit was accompanied by an ―educational web
site,‖ containing a glossary providing a subsequent definition of a corrido, ―a narrative song or
ballad, whose characters, events and themes represent the values and history of communities‖
(Ramírez-Pimienta, & Villalobos, 2004, p.130). One particular web-link notes, ― the more

lasting impression with regard to a definition, however, can be found in the short digitized video
accessed through the link titled, What is a Corrido?... where the user first encounters an empty,
dark screen voiced over with the following dialogue between two anonymous male voices‖
(Ramírez-Pimienta, & Villalobos, 2004, p.130). The sound clip of two anonymous male voices
focuses on a song introducting Los Tigres Del Norte‘s corrido ―Jefe de Jefes,‖ written by
Teodoro Bello (1997):
―A mí me gustan los corridos, porque son los hechos reales de nuestro pueblo.‖
―Si, a mí también me gustan porque en ellos se canta la pura verdad.‖
―Pues ponlos pues.‖
―Órale, ay va.‖
The sound-bite implies that corridos are characterized by true/ real life events
documented in narrative song, which attracts listeners to this particular song format. By tradition,
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corridos comment on and re-count the experiences of marginalized and discriminated groups.
The Smithsonian dedicating an exhibit to the corrido by extension gives further value and
importance to the corrido as a cultural/historical artifact documenting the experiences of the
Mexican/Mexican-American, and transnational communities (Ramírez-Pimienta, & Villalobos,
2004).
Corridos are popular Mexican cultural artifacts that contain powerful and historical
commentary. McDowell notes that ―the corrido offers an account of local and regional history,
pegged to the perspective of el pueblo or the common people‖ (McDowell, 2010, p. 131). The
following review of literature provides a historical background of the corrido. These sections
also provides a description of the corridos‘ characteristics in song as described by scholars in the
fields of ethnomusicology, ethnic studies, and Chicano/a and Latino/a multiculturalism. This
section follows with a discussion of corridos and Los Tigres Del Norte, which is one of the most
recognized norteño music groups, linking contemporary and traditional corridos in their
interpretation of this musical genre.
Furthermore, corrido scholar María Herrera-Sobek points out, ―the trajectory of the
corrido from Spanish romance (ballad) to its present form has been a topic of concern to
scholars. Most experts are in accord in tracing the roots of these songs to the romances brought
from Spain during the Conquest in the musical repertoire of the soldiers‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1993,
xxii). Herrera-Sobek in short, traces the roots of corridos to Spain. Conversely, ―there is a
common agreement among corrido scholars that the antecedents of the corrido are found in epic
romancero, or ballad, that developed in Spain‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 31).
Historically, the corrido has been regarded as an oral archive for historical events and
social issues. The corrido is a Mexican artifact that evolved from Spanish tradition of coplas and
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popular romance ballads. Chicano folklorist and corrido scholar, Américo Paredes indicates that
a corrido hiatus took place in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, and production of corridos
emerged once again in South Texas in the 1850s. Américo Paredes was one of the first scholars
to argue that the corrido may actually be a creation of the Mexican community in the U.S. based
on the ―re-emergence‖ of the corrido along the U.S.- Mexico borderland (as cited in Limón,
1986, pp. 10-11). He believed the corrido was reinvented around new social and cultural
parameters felt and seen along the U.S.-Mexico border that included the current and changing
narratives of its citizens and events. In discussion of historical roots, there is much agreement
and acknowledgement that the corrido originated in Spain in the romance ballad form. Certainly,
the evolution of the corrido from its Spanish romance ballad form to the Mexican form has been
significant. The development and signature evolution of the corrido has also been greatly
influenced by Mexico‘s war of independence, and the Mexican Revolution. Christopher Joseph
Westgate gives insight to the historical period in which the corrido was popularized. He notes:
Corrido scholars have divided the genre‘s history into three periods. The first
extended from 1810-1817‘s war of independence through Don Porfirio Diaz‘
guard change in 1887. The second began with his dictatorship and ended in 1910,
while the third continued until 1929. The folk ballad‘s popularity peaked during
the Mexican Revolution between 1910 and 1917…historians agree that early
corridos from the mid-nineteenth century pushed social justice into the news
agenda (Westgate, 2009, p. 2-3).
Yvonne Wingett writes, ―some of the oldest corridos are from the early 19th century, written and
sung in folk form to document the news…corridos emerged and took shape during the Mexican
Revolution of 1910, people traveled from village to village, using corridos to deliver news about
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battles, and heroes in other towns‖ (Wingett, 2006, p. 1). Westgate and Wingett comment on the
historical aspects of corridos, but do not focus on specific lyrical contents, and focal corridos that
were popular earlier time periods of the corrido‘s development in Mexico.
María Herrera-Sobek (1993) demonstrates the chronological and social evolution of
ballad and song by focusing on corridos that comment on agricultural aspects, as well as on the
cultural and social conflicts that coincided with the minorities‘ sentiment in the United States and
Mexico. Admittedly, there are countless corridos that she acknowledges in her book Northward
Bound: The Mexican Immigrant Experience in Ballad and Song that emphasize the historical and
categorical importance of corridos. For example, ―Kiansis I,‖ is a corrido about Mexican
cowboys handling cattle and their journeys on cattle drives to and thru the state of Kansas.
When we left for Kansas with a great herd of cattle
Ah, what a long trail it was! I was not sure I would survive…
Back again in San Antonio, We all bought ourselves good hats
And this is the end of the singing
Of the stanzas about the trail drivers (―Kiansis I‖)
(Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. 7-8)
The significance of ―Kiansis I‖ is discussed by Américo Paredes, who noted that as ―the oldest
border corrido that has come down in complete form, it records the novelty of the first cattle
drives to Kansas in the late 1860‘s and early 1870‘s…from accounts it seems definite that ‗El
Corrido de Kiansis‘ was being sung in the Brownsville-Matamoros area by 1870‖ (Paredes,
1976, p. 141, as cited in Herrera-Sobek, 1993). In essence, ―Kiansis I,‖ is a key and wide-ranging
corrido; it is the first corrido recorded in whole. Additionally it comments on border activities
involving cattle drives, and references place and emotions such as the fear, apprehension, and
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sorrow expressed by Mexican cattle drivers during their journeys from Texas to Kansas. ―Kiansis
I‖ is a valuable corrido that chronicles the movement or migration of laborers across the U.S.
landscape, but it overlooks a principal border activity in immigration. Immigration inherently
causes individuals to immediately be marginalized and experience economic and cultural gains
and losses, themes very much prevalent in corridos.
From 1910 through the 1980s, numerous corridos addressed topics such as immigration
which became a prominent issue of concern to Mexican and Mexican American populations in
the United States. This period began to document a sense of cultural and personal paranoia, as
well as sense of loss. For example, ―homesickness is repeated in ‗Despedida de un norteño,‘ the
nostalgic worker takes leave of his country, his relatives, and his favorite saints. In this category
of texts one principal intent is to name as many cities as possible. The more cities cited in the
lyrics, the more appeal the song has for an audience, since a member of the audience is likely to
identify with the song when his or her hometown is mentioned‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. 67).
The following selected stanza of the corrido best demonstrates the author‘s argument. A
―norteño,‖ or Northerner is considered to be a Mexican resident from the states of Chihuahua,
Durango, Nuevo León, Sonora, Sinaloa, and Tamaulipas, states located along the northern region
of Mexico and north of Mexico City, Mexico:
Good-bye, my beloved country, now I am going away; I go to the United States,
where I intend to work.
Good-bye, my beloved mother, The Virgin of Guadalupe; good-bye, my beloved
land, my Mexican Republic…
I go sad and heavy hearted, to suffer and endure; my Mother Guadalupe give me
your benediction…
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Now the train takes off, till it reaches Torreón; holy child of Fresnillo, give me
your benediction, now we have reached Chihuahua, so here I bid you farewell;
good-bye, beloved country, good-bye, all my friends! And so I take leave of my
country, Mexico. I have reached Ciudad Juárez, oh, Virgin of Guadalupe
(Herrera-Sobek, 1993, pp. 68-70)
Clearly, ―Despedida de un norteño,‖ or an ―Emigrant‘s Farewell,‖ offers a detailed account of a
norteño‘s excursion up north. The corrido presents specific emotional mindsets referring to the
norteños state of being. Emotions such as sadness, heavy heartedness, and suffering are evoked
in the lyrics. The contents also describe a hope and desire to endure the journey to the other side,
while expressing a desire to seek employment opportunities in the midst of discrimination and
racism. Moreover, the corrido alludes to many farewells, thus the norteño bids goodbye to the
narrator‘s mother, religious figures, and homeland. The narrator is leaving an emotionally secure
home that lacks financial stability, while seeking employment in the United States. Immigration
themed corridos have undoubtedly been a part of the oral tradition and memory of immigrants.
As such, corridos have been a significant channel for documenting the events undergone by
those who have immigrated. These immigrant narratives have been recorded in texts, song,
narratives, and poetry, and have been significant in chronicling racial and cultural tensions, and
the impacts of critical legislation such as in ―2006 at the height of an invigorated national
discourse about immigration policy and reform…but popular culture informed by changing
Latina/o demographics has reflected a new, more sensitive perspective on immigration‖ (Pineda,
2009, p. 189). As legislation reached a high point in popular culture including in the music of
Los Lobos and Los Tigres Del Norte, such artists provided an understanding of the immigrants‘
journey and life. Immigrant narratives are documented by both Los Lobos (Pineda, 2009) and
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Los Tigres Del Norte and they ―have played an important role using artistic platforms such as
music to communicate their histories full of both accomplishments and struggle‖ (Pineda, 2009,
p. 189).
Additional key and historic legislation include the Bracero Program which allowed
laborers to work with permits. The United States and Mexico agreed to the Farm Labor Supply
Program in 1942, better known as the Bracero Program. The Bracero Program was the outcome
of several factors. World War II called on men to leave the United States to fight in the
frontlines in World War II, or to join war manufacturing efforts, which resulted in the lack of
American labor in the workforce. With the absent workforce, the Bracero Program was
implemented, and Mexican workers with official permits became a significant part of the U.S.
workforce. Ernesto Galarza, in Merchants of Labors: The Mexican Bracero Story (1964),
features key data about the impact of the Bracero Program. Galarza provides evidence of
Mexicans with proper work permits and undocumented workers who joined the U.S. workforce
throughout the years. As Galarza‘s data show, undocumented or unauthorized labor by far
outnumbered the documented Braceros. This era of mass immigration, and the Bracero Program,
set forth further social conditions that would ultimately be included in new and updated corridos,
which brought themes related to the political and social struggles of Mexican Braceros in the
United States working the in agriculture. These struggles were best embodied in ―Corrido de los
desarraigados,‖ or ―The Corrido of the Uprooted Ones.‖ Herrera-Sobek states that ―the lyrics
detail the hardships experienced by the Mexican Immigrant. Specific blame is heaped upon the
middlemen-contractors and the truck drivers, who hauled the workers from field to field and,
according to the corrido, shamelessly exploited the workers‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. 164).
Arnulfo Castillo was a folk poet from the Midwest, he wrote ―Corrido de los
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desarraigados‖ in 1942. Arnulfo Castillo fundamentally captures the temporal memory of the
Mexican immigrant in the ―Corrido de los desarraigados.‖ ―The lyrics detail the hardships
experienced by the Mexican immigrant. Specific blame is headed upon the middlemencontractors and the truck drivers who hauled workers from field to field and, shamlessly
exploited the workers‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. 164). Castillo marks the narrator as a
knowledgeable immigrant of the other side and clearly warns the incoming immigrants of the
employers‘ potential abusive behavior. The narrator is clear in summarizing the anxieties
residing in the immigrant experience in this corrido. Also, this corrido creates a captivating scene
communicating a somber warning to the immigrant that taking the journey to the ―other side‖
can result in facing dishonor, and in being treated like slaves and dogs. The loss of personal
confidence, honor, dignity, family and their sense of homeland are a genuine realities routine
expressed in the thematic narratives of corridos that emphasize immigrant experiences, yet
Arnulfo Castillo‘s corrrido overlooks a particular immigrant apprehension about their children‘s
acculturation and assimilation to the United States. One of the immigrant fears is that their
American born children, lacking exposure to Mexican culture, or the culture of their homeland,
will result in the forgetting of customs, language, and perhaps rites of passage. The previous
corrido along with many in this era overlook or simply do not mention this dilemma.
The purpose of an immigrant‘s journey is often to find employment, and to provide for
themselves and their families. This process of leaving the homeland in search for work also
entails leaving behind cycles of extreme poverty and partaking in journeys to a new country
filled with qualms and worries. In contrast, factors that certainly calm those fears are economic
success, naturalized citizenship, and having their children being born in the United States, as
these positive outcomes serve to fulfill immigrants‘ ultimate goals for immigrating in order to
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secure a better future for themselves and their children. Surely, the children of immigrants being
born in the United States have an alternative formulation of their new hybrid cultures symbolic
values. These children of immigrants are exposed to bicultural conditions that establish
dichotomies of personal and cultural issues and struggles. Furthermore, assimilation and
acculturation is a constant worry for immigrant parents with children born in the United States,
major themes expressed in Enrique Franco‘s ―La Jaula de Oro,‖ about losing one‘s child to a
national culture that emphasizes the English language and beliefs of the dominant culture.
Enrique Franco and Los Tigres Del Norte note that this tension is expressed between an
immigrant father and his now Americanized child, who has found himself speaking English, and
his father simply acknowledges his child is not like him. ―The song‘s protagonist is a settled
immigrant who has been in the United States for the ten years and has a good job. And yet, now
that he can sit back and reflect on what he has built, he finds the reflection painful…his own life
is a nervous journey between work and home, and he tries to spend as little time as possible in
the streets for fear that he may be picked up‖ (Wald, 2001, p. 158). In effect, the protagonist
achieved financial permanence, but he pays for his sacrifice in the sense that his children have
integrated into the United States, speaking the language, denying their brown color and not
wanting to go back to Mexico. The protagonist‘s greatest fear is that he may be deported to a
land that he knows well but the child may have an unwillingness to go back to Mexico.
The ―La Jaula De Oro,‖ corrido is critical for understanding the assimilation and
intergenerational dilemmas of immigrant communities. ―His children have been forced to
choose between complete assimilation in the mainstream U.S. culture and the prejudice they
would experience if they chose to maintain the language and culture of their parents. This
migrant‘s children are victims of cultural erasure. His children learn that in order to be accepted
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by their host country, they must reject their heritage and become monolingual, they distance
themselves from Mexican culture by choosing not to speak Spanish, a language that is linked in
the U.S. to a nonwhite skin and that signals a third world homeland‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p.
50). ―La Jaula De Oro,‖ or ―The Golden Cage,‖ like many of the corridos mentioned, all
comment on immigrant, Mexican, Latin American, and Mexican American displacement, loss of
culture, and fears, but also the triumphs of being in a new world, its new life, community and
culture building in the United States.
2.2 Structure of the Corrido
José E. Limón in Mexican Ballads, Chicano Poems: History and Influence in MexicanAmerican Social Poetry, contends that the corrido ―focuses on events that are of particular
significance to the corridista‘s community and that capture and articulate this community‘s
values and orientations‖ (Limón, 1992, p. 16). He further demonstrates the purpose of the
corrido, whic is essential in understanding the oral tradition of corridos. However, the structure
of corridos is also important. Scholars continue to reiterate that the corrido‘s origins are in Spain
in the romance ballad, but it is important to include notable references to Vicente Mendoza‘s El
Corrido Mexicano (1954) and Claes Gaijerstam‘s Popular Music in Mexico (1976), for they
describe detailed differences between the corrido and the Spanish romance ballad. In their
comparison of Spanish romance ballads and corridos, Mendoza and Gaijerstam agree that:
1. The corrido has eight, up to twenty syllables per line, the romance has lines of
seven or eight syllables.
2. The corrido is strophic, with four or six lines in each verse, and has different
types of rhymes. The romance consists mainly of a nonstrophic or series of lines,
assonantic or simple rhymes on lines with an even number.
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3. The romance is epic, novelistic, and morisco, that is, it deals with fiestas,
tournaments, love affairs, and so forth. The corrido expands these themes,
becoming a kind of local news service.
4. In musical terms, the romance is ―serious,‖ modal, and melodically restrained,
while the corrido is ―overflowing,‖ lyrical, and of wider melodic range, though it
retains the metric and rhythmic characteristics of its Spanish ancestors.
5. The romance usually consists of a dialogue between two principals; in contrast,
the corrido is a narrative usually in the first or third person, with the troubadour
acting as the (hypothetical) witness of the event described. (Mendoza &
Gaijerstam, 1976, pp. 50-51, as cited in Limón, 1992)
Limón states that in the corrido‘s structure, ―the opening stanza usually sets the scene, time, and
central issue of the narrated events and may, on occasion, carry a request from singer to audience
for permission to begin the song. Often the closing stanza offers an overall comment on the
narrated events and may also announce that the ballad has ended and express a farewell from the
singer to the audience‖ (Limón, 1992, p. 10).
The corrido has flowing structure and characteristics; further research by corrido scholar
Herrera-Sobek states that Armand Duvalier‘s ―in-depth study undertaken yielded six primary
formulas and eight secondary ones‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. xxiv). The characteristics are also
found in Daniel Castañedas 1943 book, El Corrido Mexicano: Su Técnica Literaria y Musical.
The primary structure is:
1. Initial call from the corridista to his or her public
2. Place, date, and name of the protagonist
3. Formula preceding the protagonist‘s arguments
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4. Message
5. Protagonist‘s farewell
6. Corridista‘s farewell
Herrera-Sobek states the purpose of the corrido structure is that ―the reader should be aware that
the formal structure of the corrido is one of the principal factors that have guaranteed its
popularity and longevity‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. xxiv). The secondary structure of the
corridos is as follows:
1. Reiterated phrase or phrases admonishing the audience not to forget a particular
event
2. Exclamation or reflection the corridistas makes regarding the events narrated
3. Biographical data and the other information pertaining to the protagonist
4. Summary and synthesis of the main theme expressed in the corrido
5. An invitation from the corridista to buy the corrido (that is, the broadside
containing the ballad)
6. The ending of the first corrido and an invitation to say and listen to the second
part of the song or to a new ballad
7. Name of the author of the folk song
8. Beginning of the second part of the corrido just sung or beginning of the
singing of another corrido analogous to the previous one (Castañeda, 1943, pp.
18-19, as cited in Herrera-Sobek, 1993, p. xxiv).
It is important to note, that not all corridos follow this structure entirely. Surely the structures of
corridos bring forth many itemized characteristics. The narrator or the corridista calls the
audience‘s attention by his or her introduction to the subject matter of the corrido. The narrator
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insists that the audience listen well and uses the main thesis of the corrido to motivate the
audience to personal and cultural awareness. The corridista‘s farewell usually concludes with a
message of hope and inspiration, with a final line dedicated solely to the unifying somber
message of the corrido, a final gesture of a unified protest, and what must be accomplished for
social and cultural change and peace.
2.3 Contemporary Corridos & Los Tigres Del Norte
The following paragraphs and subsequent section shows the relevance of corridos by Los
Tigres Del Norte and a brief look into their history. As Herrera-Sobek explains, ―The corrido, a
musical form popular among the folk of Mexico, encompasses three genres: epic, lyric, and
narrative…Mexicans apply a variety of descriptive terms to the corrido: romance, historia,
narración, ejemplo, tragedia, mañanitas, recuerdos, versos, coplas‖ (Herrera-Sobek, 1990, p.
xiii). Intrinsically, corridos in fact contain one or several of these songs‘ themes in the narrative;
the descriptive terms certainly comment on historical and contemporary conditions sung in
contemporary corridos. Including the historical displacement of immigrants, movement for social
justice and peace, cultural and socioeconomic struggle, Los Tigres Del Norte embody these
contemporary themes in their music. Socially and culturally conscious of cultural issues, Los
Tigres Del Norte have been able to speak for generations of Mexican, Central and South
American immigrants and United States born Latinos and Chicanos. Their corridos have engaged
with the immigrant experience at home and abroad and have articulated social and cultural
norms, stigmas, and taboos through song. Their corridos exhibit messages and stories of personal
and family honor, death, love, the use of drugs, and effects on the individual and their families.
They tackle assimilation and acculturation, education, farming and the agricultural experience,
and are asserted to be cultural and political activists by corrido scholars, the Mexican music
industry and their fans. According to Mariana Rodriguez, ―Los Tigres Del Norte are worthy of
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attention for a number of reasons. First, they speak of the importance of community building as a
form of empowerment for immigrant groups and ethnic minorities in the U.S.A.; second, it is
arguable that LTDN continue the Chicano/a movements fight for human rights and equality.
Third, while these musicians are male performers, who engage with civil and migrant rights, they
also deal with female issues and characters, departing from traditional views and ideals of the
subordinate role of women in Mexican migrant and Chicana/o patriarchal societies‖ (Rodriguez,
2009, p. 236).
Jorge Hernández, lead vocalist of Los Tigres Del Norte, states that ―all these problems we
have as immigrants, we make into songs‖ (cited in Wiltz, 2008, p. 1). Songs that speak of
cultural identity, immigrant and human rights, family values and morals are just a few of the
song themes and ideas that Los Tigres Del Norte have managed to advocate and communicate
through their music and interpretational performances. Since their inception in 1963, Los Tigres
Del Norte by way of performing rancheras, baladas, cumbias, and corridos through relentless
touring and advocacy for immigrant rights and cultural and racial belonging, have resonated with
fans of Mexican, Mexican American and Central/South American descent.
The band‘s commercially popular corridos include ―Contrabando y Traición,‖ or
―Contraband and Betrayal,‖ written by Angel González, ―La Banda del Carro Rojo,‖ or ―The
Gang in the Red Car.‖ Elijah Wald writes of Los Tigres Del Norte corrido ―Contrabando y
Traición,‖ that ―the success of Los Tigres‘ recording not only breathed new life into the corrido
style but took norteño music to new heights of popularity‖ (Wald, 2001, p.20). ―Contrabando y
Traición,‖ had been previously performed by mariachi singer named Joe Flores. ―Contrabando y
Traición,‖ is known to fans and is often referred to as ―Camelia la Tejana,‖ or ―La Camelia.‖ It
is particularly important because it brought the woman to the forefront of the narrative, making
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her equal and just as powerful as the man or (Emilio) in the corrido. ―Women in corridos tended
to be murder victims or deceitful lovers, not dashing bad girls in the tradition of Bonnie and
Clyde. Camelia la Tejana was something out of a flashy modern action film…but more
importantly revived of a north Mexican archetype: although in a surprising context, she recalled
the legendary Valentina, the Revolutionary heroine who bravely fought alongside the male
soldiers‖ (Wald, 2001, p. 19). ―La Camelia‖ is important in that the woman is empowered and
breaks cultural norms, as Mariana Rodríguez (2007) explains, ―instead of taking a role
subordinated to Emilio—as he expects—Camelia takes revenge on him by shooting him. The
fact that Camelia does not comply with Emilio‘s desire is a step up from the traditional roles
played by women in Mexican popular culture, both in Mexico and the diaspora….Camelia
appears to be in charge of her own destiny‖ (Rodríguez, 2007, p. 15).
Los Tigres Del Norte have a repertoire of corridos concerning immigration, faith,
political protest, individual and family accountability, U.S. citizenship, and cultural betrayal.
Corridos with immigrant, moral, and political themes relate to the listeners at a much deeper and
personal level. Those individuals who have deep personal identifications through corridos
include immigrants, low income individuals and families, working class folks that include
construction and restaurant workers, and employment requiring hard labor for low or minimal
pay. Los Tigres Del Norte are the social consciousness in song and performance for those
individuals, using their corridos as advocacy, awareness, vivid real life storytelling, and their
success is proof that their corridos strike a moral and personal chord with their listeners. Alec
Wilkinson writes, ―since 1972, Los Tigres Del Norte have sold thirty-four million records…the
majority of Los Tigres‘ songs are corridos, a species of compressed ballads, a dominant theme in
modern corridos is the anxieties and dangers of crossing the border illegally‖ (Wikinson, 2010,
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p. 2). Los Tigres had that very anxiety when they started their careers as teenagers and
adolescents.
The conjunto has received 16 Grammy nominations, winning in 1987 for the album
¡Gracias América…! Sin fronteras (1986). More recently, LTDN won the 2006 Latin Grammy
for ―Best Norteño Album‖ for Historias que Contar and a 2011 Latin Grammy for ―Best
Norteño Album,‖ for MTV Unplugged: Los Tigres Del Norte and Friends, after previously
winning a Latin Grammy for ―Best Norteño Performance‖ for their 1999 release Herencia de
Familia at the first Annual Latin Grammy Awards. Los Tigres Del Norte also became the first
regional Mexican act to perform on MTV‘s intimate concert setting and franchise of ―MTV
Unplugged.‖ Furthermore, LTDN have extensive ventures in film: ―the group has appeared in
films named after their own songs, such as ‗Contrabando y Traición,‘ ‗La Banda del Carro
Rojo,‘ and ‗La Jaula de Oro.‘ These films engage with the themes Los Tigres del Norte have
been singing about throughout their career‖ (―Historia de los Tigres del Norte. Así inicia la
leyenda,‖ 2006, par. 4).
Aside from the business aspect, ―Los Tigres are also well known for their philanthropic
work‖ (Rodríguez, 2007, p. 12). The Los Tigres Del Norte Foundation (LTDNF) was founded in
May of 2000 with the express purpose of fostering a greater appreciation and the preservation of
Mexican and Mexican-American folk music traditions. The LTDNF Mission Statement is as
follows: The Los Tigres Del Norte Foundation is a California 501 (c) (3) non-profit corporation
that supports worthy non-profit charitable organizations in an effort to further the appreciation
and understanding of Latino music, culture and history through education and community
outreach programs (Lostigresdelnorte, 2012).
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The UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center (CSRC) was the recipient of the first gift by
LTDNF, a $500,000 commitment to be used to digitize over 32,000 Spanish language recordings
contained in the Strachwitz Frontera Collection. This collection consists of three sections of
music, divided by era. The first section includes approximately 12,000 78-rpm disc recordings
of Mexican vernacular music recorded between 1908 and 1958. They document many types of
popular lyric songs, including the first records of corridos (narrative ballads on topics of the
day), canciones, boleros, rancheras, sones, as well as some types of instrumental music,
including conjunto music. These recordings are held in a private collection by the Chris
Strachwitz Foundation and to date is the largest repository of Mexican and Mexican-American
vernacular music in existence (Lostigresdelnorte, 2012). Indeed, ―says Tigres elder statesman
Jorge Hernández, the existence of the so-called Frontera Collection, compiled by music-lover
Chris Strachwitz, was a determining factor in the creation of the Los Tigres Foundation. ‗When
we heard this collection existed, we were astonished at the wealth of material and information,‘
says Hernandez about the more than 40,000 recordings, most of them made in the U.S. between
1900 and 1950. ‗I don't know of any library that has all these songs. There is an archive of
Mexican music, but it's very small, and it's very difficult to find what you need.‘‖ (Cobo, 2000,
par. 6-7).
With the endowment given by LTDN, and matched by record company Fonovisa for a
total of a one million dollar donation, ―UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center will begin the
extraordinary undertaking of converting the recordings--most of them done in 45 rpm and 78
rpm format--into digital format. Once this is done, the entire collection will be available at the
UCLA library for both students and the public‖ (Cobo, 2000, par. 8). The organization and
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historical updating of corridos proves that they are cultural mass mediated artifacts, and must
remain in the temporal memory of the community.
Los Tigres Del Norte in every decade since their inception have articulated and managed
to speak of immigrant xenophobia, and cultural culpability. In the 1970s they released ―Vivan
Los Mojados.‖ In the 1980s, their big hit was ―La Jaula de Oro,‖ and in the 1990s, they had
many, including ―El Mojado Acaudalado,‖ and the political protest corridos in ―El Circo,‖ and
―El Sucesor.‖ The 2000s marked the release of ―El Muro,‖ ―La Neta de las Netas,‖ and ―La
Granja.‖ ―It‘s not clear when Los Tigres Del Norte went from being a norteño band to a social
and political force. What is clear is that in the past two decades, when Los Tigres talk, their
audience does not just buy albums. It listens. And it acts‖ (Cobo, 2004, par. 1). ―Vivan los
Mojados,‖ is indeed the immigration corrido that placed Los Tigres Del Norte with the name ―La
Voz del Pueblo.‖ Corridos by LTDN have consistently commented on social mobility of
immigrants, children, women in Mexico, and remain significant contributors to the corrido
across borders, nations, languages, and liminal communities.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Study Information & Study Area
The proposed study design was to collect data from Los Tigre Del Norte fans relating to
corridos and music of the band. In order to understand the listeners of the music and the
conjunto, the designed methodological approach focused on the fan narratives which are
essential in understanding general, social, and personal circumstances related to the music of Los
Tigres Del Norte. The focus of the study becomes clearer in the following research questions.
RQ 1: How do fans identify with corridos and songs of Los Tigres Del Norte?
RQ 2: What communicative channels tied to cultural symbolism and regionalism
exist or arise at bailes of Los Tigres Del Norte?
RQ 3: Do the participants/informants‘ lives and occurrences affect their song or
corrido preferences?
3.2 Recruitment
An initial list of contacts/fans was accumulated prior to recruitment and prior to
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval. The researcher had only informed the initial contact
list of a thesis involving the music of Los Tigres Del Norte and their fans. The initial contact list
included 11 dedicated Tigres‘ fans, who were all individuals met at live events. Once UTEP IRB
approval was received, the participants were notified via a public Facebook fan page that fans
were been sought for a study; the initial 11 fans from the contact list were given priority and all
accepted to be interviewed. A total of 15 interview participants were interviewed. 11 came for
the original contact list and the remaining 4 were recruited using the following recruitment
procedure. Additional Tigres‘ fans were recruited with the following two approaches:
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1. The initial plan for recruitment was to utilize the social network of Facebook. The researcher
recruited from one Los Tigres Del Norte fan page; this particular fan page had the highest
number of public posts, news feed and highest number of registered users of the fan page. The
fan page utilized is called ―Los Tigres Del Norte-Club de Fans.‖
2. The second plan for recruitment was utilized when the first step did not provide enough
interview leads. The second recruitment plan included on-site recruitment at Los Tigres Del
Norte concerts in Texas. Online post as well as the on-site recruitment method included a brief
statement to acquire possible participants. The Facebook post and on-site solicitation read:
―Dedicated and loyal Los Tigres Del Norte fans NEEDED for a thesis study, including an
interview. Criteria for thesis participation will be addressed upon first meeting. If interested,
please call or email Jorge Aguilar Cruz.: I also provided my university email address and
personal cell phone number. The Spanish translation is as follows: ―Se busca y solicita fans de
Los Tigres Del Norte para un estudio legítimo, será entrevistado para un tésis. En la primera
junta se le informará sobre los requísitos para poder participar en el estudio. Si gusta participar,
por favor comuníquese con Jorge Aguilar Cruz.‖
In order to gain a strong interview participant network, formal criteria for selection were
discussed upon the first meeting with possible interview participants. Based on prior experience,
encountering Tigres Del Norte fans at events and engaging in an initial conversation is the best
way to gage their knowledge and dedication of the music and corridos. Moreover, for the
purpose of having a strong pool of interview informants and narrowing the contact network, the
following questions were the preliminary criteria and study qualifying questions. Thesis
interview participants were chosen according to their knowledge of Los Tigres Del Norte music,
corridos and overarching knowledge of regional Mexican Music.
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1.Why do you like Los Tigres Del Norte? ¿Por qué le gustan Los Tigres del Norte?
2.Why do you listen to Regional Mexican music and norteñas? ¿Por qué escucha la
música regional Mexicana y norteña?

3.3 Data Collection
Data was collected through 15 in-depth interviews involving fans of Los Tigres Del
Norte. Interviews were conducted between January and March 2012, while the participant
observations method was conducted in November of 2011 and February 2012. The recruitment
and careful selection of loyal and dedicated Tigres‘ fans ultimately aided in giving additional
insight to three initial observations for the study.
1. A relationship exists between the listeners and Los Tigres Del Norte.
2. A relationship exists between the listener‘s social status and standing, life experiences and
income levels and preference of themes in corridos and song.
3. Individuals who are immigrants, labor workers, born and raised on a ranch or farm are more
likely to have a preference for Mexican music that speaks to those life experiences.
The preliminary criteria study qualifying questions, as well as the study interview
questions involved conducting ethnographic interviews to assess knowledge and elicit narratives
in their natural setting. Four distinct methodological approaches were utilized in data collection,
including online surveys, in depth one-on-one interviews, ethnographic participant observations,
and brief textual analysis in application of lyrics. Surveymonkey.com was used to acquire fan
narratives; online questionnaire were mainly utilized for two main reasons. One, individuals who
were not interviewed in person were given the option to use the online questionnaire. Second, the
use of online questionnaires was very convenient to the participant, as they could fill out the
questionnaire in the privacy of their own home at their own convenience. Surveymonkey.com
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questionnaires were limited to ten questions, but allowed for narrative response formats where
the user was not limited in the length of their response, so they were able to write and express
themselves freely.
In order to identify themes and produce explorative conversations, informal and semi
structured interviews were conducted; the interviews included open-ended questions, with a
narrative response format. Martin B. Powell and Belinda Guadagno (2008) state that ―there are
several reasons why investigative interviews should use open-ended questions…first, openended questions tend to elicit the most elaborate responses. Second, open-ended questions
maximize the accuracy of the account‖ (Powell & Guadagno, 2008, p. 383). The use of open
ended questions were of tremendous assistance in prompting personal and extensive narratives
amplifying the range of results for analysis.
Furthermore, the use of open ended questions allowed for interview participants to give
detailed and thorough accounts of their life experiences in relationship to their preference of
songs and corridos by LTDN. All interviews were recorded with a digital recorder, and coded
according to subsequent themes that arose from interviews. Analysis and transcription of
interview data was completed when all study interviews concluded. Confidentiality was
maintained throughout the research process, no data included in the analysis identified the
individual; all data and individuals were coded with pseudonyms.
The final method of data collection was ethnographic participant observation.
―Participant observation is a type of research strategy. It is a widely used methodology in many
disciplines, particularly in cultural anthropology, but also in sociology, communication studies,
and social psychology. Its aim is to gain a close and intimate familiarity with a given group of
individuals,‖ (Timseena, 2009, p. 77), such as the fans of Los Tigres Del Norte. Robert M.
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Emerson, Rachel I. Fretz, and Linda L. Shaw in Writing Ethnographic Notes, state that ―carrying
out such research involves two distinct activities. First, the ethnographer enters into a social
setting and gets to know the people involved in it; usually, the setting is not previously known in
an intimate way, observes all the while what is going on…second, the ethnographer writes down
in regular, systematic ways what she observes and learns while participating...thus the researcher
creates an accumulating written record of these observations and experiences‖ (Emerson, Fretz,
& Shaw, 1995, p. 1). The authors note that the ―researcher enters into a social setting,‖ pertains
to my research in that social setting was the concert venues which inherently involved varied
social interactions. First, my ethnographic participant observations took place at several concert
venues where Los Tigres Del Norte had live events, and where many of their fans were in
attendance. I attended 3 shows of Los Tigres Del Norte in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Odessa,
Texas. The locales for the bailes were independently owned dance halls, which are venues that
specifically cater to fans of regional Mexican music. Prior to my visits to the venues, I visited
their Facebook pages and read all public postings about live events, which had slogans such as,
―lo mejor de la musica Mexicana.‖
Before, during and after the performances , I documented evidence, scenes, fashion, and
communicative aspects of the performance and pre/post show activities. ―Ethnographers should
take note of their initial impressions. These impressions may include those things available to the
senses—the tastes, smells, and sounds of the physical environment, the look and feel of the
locale and the people in it. Such impressions may include details about the physical setting,
including size, space, noise, colors, equipment, and movement, or about people in the setting,
such as number, gender, race, appearance, dress, movement, comportment, and feeling tone‖
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2008, p. 26). Detailed accounts of such characteristics were annotated
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during the participant observation; these descriptions were solely visual, surrounding sounds, and
smells.
Second, fan/band interactions were key in participant observations. Focusing on key
events and interactions between fans of the band, and the band itself provided other investigative
themes and observations important in understanding the events of the concert experience. ―A
number of distinct moments in group life highlight how members express, orient to, and create
local meaning… begin to construct members‘ meanings by looking closely at what members say
and do during such moments, paying particular attention to the words, phrases and categories
that members use in their everyday interactions‖ (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2008, p. 112). In
essence, this participant observation focused on communicative channels during and after the
performance, specifically, on what symbolism was found during the performance between the
fans and the band.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS
Rituals at Bailes, Display of Regionalism, & Cultural Symbolism
The first section of the analysis will focus on the relevance and connection between
traditional corridos and corridos by Los Tigres Del Norte as well as further analysis of their
lyrics. This analysis also emerged from participant observations at three Los Tigres Del Norte
bailes, in Odessa, Fort Worth, and Dallas, Texas. Finally, the analysis also includes emerging
themes of fan narratives from in depth interviews with fans of Los Tigres Del Norte.
In this study, the informants include immigrants from Mexico and Guatemala who have
attained citizenship, residency, or are still undocumented; the study narratives also includes
acculturated Mexicans and Mexican Americans. Many of the informants are from a lower
socioeconomic level, but there were a few informants who came from humble raices, and are
university graduates, some acquiring their Master‘s degrees and one informant starting a Ph.D.
program, all signs of social mobility, that differ from typical corrido listener characteristics. The
following narratives focus on actual corrido listeners redefining and re-conceptualizing the oral
archive.
4.0 Connection between Traditional & New Corridos by LTDN
The goal of this section of the analysis is to find connections between contemporary
corridos, what they communicate, and what common ground they share with the traditional
corrido. The first connection that I will address to show relevance between traditional and
contemporary corridos is between ―Despedida de un norteño,‖ and ―El Centroamericano,‖
written by Enrique Franco, and performed by Los Tigres Del Norte. ―El Centroamericano‖ tells
the story of Central American immigrant‘s journey his country of origin to Chicago. The
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corridos recounts the migrants recollection of his time in the United States, and tells his/her story
of being deported and living in fear in Mexico when they have the same skin color and speak the
same language.
Sin documentos vine a dar hasta Chicago, y al poco tiempo ya encontré
colocación, esos Domingos que paseaba por el lago, siempre lo llevo dentro de mi
corazón
Pero una tarde que salía de mi trabajo sin previo aviso nos cayó la maldición
Todos mis sueños se me fueron al carajo, y en la redada me agarro la migración
Donde nacieron nos decían los de la migra, en Zacatecas en Jalisco y Michoacán,
soy de Durango donde son los alacranes yo soy chilango de la mera Pantitlán…
De Guatemala, Honduras y de Costa Rica, El Salvador, Nicaragua o Panamá
tenemos que olvidarnos de la patria chica, tenemos que fingir que no somos de
allá…
Así hasta menos al pollero le pagamos y a San Francisco es esta vez vine a
parar…
Que aunque me gusten las norteñas y corridos de Centroamérica no me puedo
olvidar
Primero Dios el día ya está muy cercano en que mi situación puede legalizar, para
gritar que soy centroamericano y que a mi patria nunca vuelva yo a negar. ―El
Centroamericano‖ (Franco, 2001, track 11).
Similar to ―Despedida de un norteño,‖ this corrido contains traits and references to being
homesick, although the narrator is not clear in stating where he is from. This corrido forms a
collective memory for individuals with a Central American homeland. The narrator leaves his
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homeland, and finds himself having to hide his place of birth even though he speaks Spanish, has
the same skin color, and even likes norteñas. In essence, narrator hides his identity from
Mexican nationals and immigration officials to prevent further discrimination, and even
deportation. Another correlating aspect is the naming of several cities and countries. A listener
of the corrido will ultimately identify with the corrido; perhaps his Mexican home state is
mentioned. An immigrant from South or Central America may strongly identify with this theme,
because it mentions Central and South American nations, and immigrants from those countries
would likely have to cross several borders, yet as the immigrant crosses into countries with
similar language, and physical traits, the immigrant would still feel prejudice, discrimination and
racism. The final two connections are the citing of a religious deity. More importantly, the
corridista‘s farewell concludes with a message of hope and inspiration, a final line dedicated
solely to the unifying somber message of the corrido, a final gesture of a unified protest, and
what must be accomplished for social and cultural change and peace. The narrator relies on his
faith, and believes that his legal situation is close to being resolved, so he can proudly yell where
he is from and never deny his motherland once again.
Enrique Valencia‘s ―Mis Dos Patrias,‖ performed by Los Tigres Del Norte, again shows
a connection between corridos, narrative, and social issues. This particular corrido is an answer
to the lament, loss of family and identity in ―Jaula de Oro.‖ Gaining possible citizenship in the
United States, having his children born here and in turn becomes American in a sense.
Spoken: Raise your right hand repeat after me: I pledge allegiance to the flag, of
the United States of America, and to the republic for which it stands, one nation
under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. Congratulations, you are
now all American citizens.
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Cantado:
Para quien dice que yo soy un malinchista, y que traiciono a mi bandera, y mi
nación
Para que rompa con mi canto las fronteras, les voy abrir de par en par mi corazón
Deje las tumbas de mis padres, mis abuelos, legue llorando a tierra de anglosajón.
Yo trabajaba, mis hijos iban creciendo, todos nacieron bajo de esta gran nación
Y mis derechos los han ido pisoteando, van formulando leyes de constitución
Que haré ya viejo si me quitan mi dinero, yo solo quiero mi seguro de pensión
Choro:
Pero que importa si soy nuevo ciudadano sigo siendo Mexicano como el pulque y
el nopal
Y mis hermanos centro y sudamericanos, caribeños o cubanos traen la sangre
tropical para que respeten los derechos de mi raza caben dos patrias en el mismo
corazón.
Hablado:
El juez se paro en la corte, la tarde del juramento, de mi corazón brotaba una
lágrima salada que me quemaba por dentro. Dos banderas me turbaban, una
verde, blanca y roja con el águila estampada
La otra con su azul lleno de estrellas, con sus rayas rojas y blancas grabadas, la
bandera de mis hijos que alegres me contemplaba, no me llamen traicionero que a
mis dos patrias las quiero
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En la mía deje a mis muertos, aquí, aquí mis hijos nacieron, por defender mis
derechos no puedo ser traicionero. ―Mis Dos Patrias‖ (Valencia, 1997, side 1,
track 8).
The narrator feels a sense of guilt when he is told that he is a traitor for betraying his
homeland, perhaps an indication that the narrator is seeking citizenship. The narrator is heavy
hearted and states that with his song he will tear down borders. He mentions that he left his
parents‘ graves behind, he left his grandparents behind, and he arrived crying to the American
side. The narrator is clear in defining his dual identity, as he realizes his rights have been
violated and that implemented constitutional laws, are overwhelmingly against his favor as an
immigrant. The narrator acquires citizenship, during the citizenship oath the narrator is
emotionally struck when he looks at the flags of his homeland and now as a naturalized citizen,
he ponders and reflects. He reflects that his children were born here, he has worked for his rights,
goals, and for wanting to defend his rights, and better his situation he cannot be called a traitor,
or a malinchista, a person guilty of cultural treason.
In ―La Jaula de Oro,‖ the narrator is deeply upset, as he leaves his land to find himself
caged in state of stress, fearing deportation, yet when he wants to go home, the narrator‘s child
who does not know Spanish states he does not want to go back. In ―Mis Dos Patrias,‖ the
narrator‘s sentiments are similar in that he departed Mexico and sacrificed his former life, yet in
this corrido he is mindful of his children‘s place of birth and of his opportunity to become a legal
U.S. citizen. The final connection is that corridos offer a last stance, a final verse of hope and
conclusion. Here, in ―Mis Dos Patrias‖ the narrator proclaims his bi-nationalism that both his
Mexican and American cultural aspects and values, ―fit in the same heart.‖ ―The values
portrayed in this corrido include hard work to provide for one‘s family, cultural assertiveness and
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inclusiveness, the migrant‘s love and admiration for both countries, solidarity with other Latin
Americans who have gone through the same migrant experience, the courage and assertiveness
to make a decision to become a U.S. citizen, and confusion during the naturalization ceremony
due to his dual allegiance‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 54). This corrido embraces the
transnationalism and biculturalism that is so often considered to be taboo with immigrants. It
clearly illustrates the delicate balance of culture and loyalty, the issue of creating nations within
nations, and the totality of social struggles and stresses.
4.1 Las Pedidas & “Next, El Que Sigue”
First, the use of the word baile for live events is commonly used to describe a concert of a
regional Mexican musical act. Norteño music, as many Latin/Central and South American music
are inherently up tempo and make their listeners want to dance. A baile is used to define a live
concert because, usually if not most of the time, the floor of the venue is cleared of assigned
seating or chairs, yielding the floor open to dance. The empty floor, on several occasions of the
concerts that I attended was referred to as ―la pista,‖ or a designated dance area where ―all
Mexicanos--gathered around the large central dance floor‖ (Limón, 1994, p. 143). The central
dance floor serves as a space where gender, identity, and cultural and national pride are all
performed, reaffirmed, and challenged in the festive scene of a baile. ―Dance is a language, and
its purpose and function tend to be not only descriptive but also representative and performative,
because it is through dance that a story unfolds, one in which the performances of the characters
who participate are foreknown. There are no suprises here; everyone apparently knows just what
to do and in what moment to do it‖ (Sánchez Jiménez, 2009, p. 172).
An additional ritual of bailes is the culinary aspect to them. A persistent ritual is the
aspect of ―echarnos un taco,‖ as I heard multiple groups shout. The term literally means to ―eat a
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taco,‖ a saying used in reference in anticipation of having a meal with someone. This saying was
said multiple times since at some bailes, small booth food vendors are located within the venue.
The booth food verndors sell traditional Mexican foods such as tacos, elote en vaso, churros with
cajeta filling, and traditional Mexican beers such as Tecate and Carta Blanca. Style of dress is
another cultural and ritual aspect of the baile. ―Cheros and cheras‖ is a slang term deriving from
the words vaquero/a and ranchero/a. They are more defined by their style of dress which
includes a cowboy hat, matching boots, belts, and at times a matching shirt. Chero and chera are
shortened terms used for ―vaquero, vaquera, ranchero, ranchera,‖ all different styles of a cowboy
or cowgirl outfit. Both cheros and cheras usually enter the baile with a bottle of liquor, usually
tequila or Buchanan‘s to mix with grapefruit or lime soda, so fans often refer to themselves as
―bucana‘s or bucanita‘s.‖ I observed a constant ritual of grabbing the food, consuming it with
alcohol while talking about the headlining band, discussing songs they would like to hear live
and which songs they were more likely to dance to or identify with. Limón (1994) states,
―dancing can act as an organized resurgence of such desires, in which art and collective will are
marshaled to a transcendentend—transcendent, that is, beyond the ‗normal,‘ dominated character
of society‖ (Limón, 1994, p. 163). At bailes from my observations, people react with humor and
annoyance when a couple was dancing in a tight restricted area such as the seating area. At one
baile, an elderly man told his wife in Spanish, ―remember when we were like that,‖ as the couple
smiled and laughed with the younger dancing couple.
Dancing was a ritual and cultural performance at these bailes, in which people of all ages
danced. Depending on what artist, band, or regional Mexican musical act was on stage, the
dancing style changed accordingly. Norteño acts were danced to with a slower two-stepped pace
dance with few spins. The Duranguense conjunto was danced accordingly with its new style of
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dance called ―pasito Duranguense,‖ where couples are usually not joined by their hands and
dance towards each other in a step and jump dance style combined with arm movements and
tricks with tejanas and sombreros. When a banda played, usually a Sinaloense style band, people
danced joined by their hands at a faster pace, and as the banda picked up the musical tempo, the
couples would spin incessantly. ―Corridos and other genres of cultural performances are
produced and performed within their own sphere of shared and consensual meaning‖ (McKenna,
1997, p. 39). Bailes in their entirety include regional cultural performances inclusive of all
regions, styles, food, and dress of Mexico and their communities in the United States.
Furthermore, special dialects exist within a race or ethnicity, which were clearly evident
at the bailes. An additional ritual was the vocabulary between the fans, such as the words used to
call to each other. Most often the men used the following words: compa, compita, comadre,
camarada, guey, and cuate. The women also used words such as comadre, hija, girl, and
cabrona, all words are variations commonly known and used in the same context as ―brother,‖
―sister,‖ and ―bro.‖ These words are used within the younger generations of Mexican and
Mexican-Americans; a word such as ―compa‖ would not be used to refer to an elder, as it is
deemed disrespectful, but that language is used as a sign of camaraderie and confidence.
The final two rituals aspect of bailes include ―Las Pedidas,‖ and intermission and post
show photo sessions. ―When the band performs live, fans pile scraps of paper bearing song
requests and dedications to family and loved ones back in Mexico on the edge of the stage‖
(Kun, 2005, p. 8). Kun explains that the scraps of paper at bailes which are commonly referred to
as ―las pedidas‖ or ―peticiones,‖ are rituals at bailes. For example, one participant noted that the
live events by way of the ―small papers,‖ or pedidas serve to give a personal public greeting and
to play songs the fans ask for:
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Respeto al ambiente que hay en sus presentaciones pues creo que esta perfecto,
las peticiones con los papelitos, pues creo que no alcanzan a complacer a todo su
público, pero sin embargo se dan el tiempo para leer algunos saludos y complacer
con algunas peticiones y la sesión de fotos. (Tigresa 27, written response)1
At all the bailes, fans would write their favorite songs, dedications, and saludos on ticket stubs,
paper plates, beer cartons, cowboy hats and boots, plastic cups and on some occasions, writing
out their dedications on a cell phone that would eventually get passed up to the front of the stage.
After Los Tigres were done reading ―la pedida,‖ from a cellphone, the cellphone would get
passed back to the owner. Some fans also yelled their petitions at the band. Los Tigres have a
short set of songs to begin the concert with, so after about 8 to 10 songs, the bands members
would indicate to the audience, ―estamos listos para cantarles sus canciones, sus pedidas y todos
los temas de sus amigos Los Tigres Del Norte.‖ For the rest of the baile, Los Tigres played
songs the fans asked for (See Figure 1).

1

Written responses were typed as written, including grammatical and accent errors.
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Figure 1: Examples of the pedidas and peticiones. (Author‘s own photo)
Las pedidas and peticiones were an important ritual of a baile because they created a direct
communicative channel between the fans and Los Tigres Del Norte. In this process, the fans
were more in control of what songs they would like to hear during the show; it also created an
intimate connection between fan and Los Tigres Del Norte. That direct form of communication
between both parties brought about another interesting event during the baile. A good majority
of the petitions from the fans on two nights of shows were corridos such as ―El Mojado
Acaudalado,‖ ―Tres Veces Mojado,‖ ―De Paisano a Paisano,‖ and ―Vivan Los Mojados.” All
corridos previously mentioned have an immigration theme in common, and the use of the word
mojado, or wetback, provides a frame of empowerment, instead of being a marginalizing term.
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―Music provides an appropriate framing for many of these themes: individual, cultural, and
collective identity, gender exploration, voice and agency, narrative of human experience,
contesting of power, construction of symbols, and advocacy of a utopian or better society‖
(Banfield, 2010, p. 15). The music requested by Tigre fans by way of pedidas directly coincides
with their identities, moralities, tenets, and social standing, and additionally serve as a unifying
and meaningful purpose for the fans attending the baile.
These bailes represent how ritual is created at a cultural event in which the marginalized
gather, and in unity cheer for songs that speak to their experiences and lives as a marginalized
group: ―the corrido about immigration is a cultural practice of self-definition. It is self-centered
and performed in spaces where the corridistas, the performers, the audience, the dancers, the
promoters, and all those involved in this cultural practice exercise control over the manner of
dissemination, the place where the corridos are played‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 43). The
cultural practice Chew Sánchez writes about, in essence, are the bailes in which the fans‘ pedidas
decided the theme of the concert by their self-definition as immigrants, naturalized citizens or as
Mexican Americans. They chose songs with strong themes they identify with and publicly
embraced a personal and social problem in the public sphere of a baile.
This public sphere of a baile serves to create a very intimate space between friends and
family to organized through music, food, and culture. Within this intimate setting, another
ritualized event of bailes occured in post-show photo sessions with Los Tigres Del Norte:
―during their intermissions, band members take time to pose for family pictures and sign
autographs. The identification between Los Tigres‘ fans in the United States and the stories of
hard-working, Mexico-proud immigrants that their songs tell runs deep‖ (Kun, 2005, p. 8).
―Otra, otra, otra, otra,‖ fans yelled as Los Tigres Del Norte exited the stage while cued music
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played. Fans shouting this meant that they want the conjunto to stay and play more songs. Singer
Jorge Hernández would ask the crowd, ―¿no se quieren ir todavía?‖ The crowd would respond
loudly, ―¡No!‖ and three consecutive times they stayed on the stage, asking their fans what song
they would like to hear.
Finally, after closing each of the three shows with ―América,‖ a song about how everyone
is an American, and preaching unity, Los Tigres announced that at the right of the stage a line
would form for pictures with Los Tigres. ―These kings of norteño music descend the stage,
quickly taking their place in a corner of this standing-room only venue where they will sign
autographs and pose for pictures with hundreds, if not thousands of fans. The swelling crowd—a
sea of cowboy hats and tight jeans—dutifully line up for a moment in the limelight, and some
compulsive hugs and kisses, with their musical heroes‖ (Rojas, 2007, p. 73). The band asked that
everyone to be safe, take care of each other, and avoid pushing, with a promise that they would
take pictures until the last person had left. Many Tigre fans dropped their beer bottles, and in
some cases ran to the stage, while sometimes losing their treasured jewelry, tejanas, and
sombreros to join the line.
Long after Los Tigres Del Norte‘s time on stage was completed, Los Tigres‘ photo
session with fans after the show lasted until the wee hours of the morning, with band assistants
and local club promoters yelling, ―next, el que sigue,‖ as fans shuffled in and out for their picture
with the band. ―The traditional photo session, like their popular music, is a testament to the
fierce loyalty and respect Los Tigres have to their devotees, a multigenerational blend of
families, bouncy teens and young lovers entwined‖ (Rojas, 2007, p. 73). At the three bailes I
attended, the band left after the last person had the opportunity to take a picture with them,
interact with them, collect an autograph, and on some occasions, call their family members in
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Mexico and in United States on their cellphones so that Los Tigres could speak with their fans‘
family members via cellphone during a photo opportunity (See Figure 2). On all three occasions,
Los Tigres left the venue after four in the morning; even on their way out, they would stop for
photos with the venue cleaning crew, cooks, and security.

Figure 2: Example of LTDN fans during post-show photo. (Author‘s own photo)
Certainly within those constant interactions the band and fans interchanged inspiring messages
and stories. For example, one fan reported:
Sin duda los papelitos para pedir canciones son algo muy importante, hacen sentir
y no falsamente a la gente que importante es para ellos, al momento que le
preguntan cual canción quieren y se las cantan el público se siente escuchado, se
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siente valorado y parte de una misma familia, ¡una familia felina¡ Otra cosa
increíble es la sesión de las fotos, donde es posible que el público se acerque,
toque y conviva por un momento con aquellos que para nosotros son de un mundo
diferente, son lo máximo y nos dejan ver su lado sencillo, humano y natural como
el de cualquiera de nosotros. (Tigre 80, written response)
This respondent explained that las pedidas and photo session make the fans feel important, and
he felt that through this process the fans were heard and were able to interact with the band,
making them appear more human. Tigre 80 also referred to the collected groups of Tigre fans as
the ―familia felina,‖ or feline family. The idea of a feline family is important for the reason that
this creates a sub-culture of dedicated loyal fans, and also creates an additional sense of
identification between fans based on their liking of LTDN corridos and music.
Tigre bass player Hernán Hernández tells Billboard magazine that the process of the post
show photo session allows for an essential conversation between fans and Los Tigres Del Norte.
―Our stories come from what happens around us…people ask us to sing about specific
topics…and doing so is part of what we can give, because we know we‘ll get heard. Somebody
will listen‖ (Cobo, 2004, ―Musical Newspaper,‖ para. 2). During the photo sessions, as Hernán
Hernández stated, many fans informed the band about what they wanted to hear in their corridos.
This process differs from las pedidas, which request songs during a live event, since the photo
session conversations entail the fans conversing with Los Tigres about relevant topics and
occurrences that should be the theme of new Tigre corridos.
Two vivid examples illustrate this process in how fans request topics for future songs. At
the Fort Worth, Texas show, a woman clad in full chera attire, dressed in blue jeans with
matching pink crocodile skin cowboy boots and belt accompanied by a cowboy hat or sombrero
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excitedly said she was from the state of Chihuahua. After her picture with the band, she turned
towards the two older Tigres and told them, ―deben de ser un corrido sobre el joven que mataron
en Juárez, porque fue una grave injusticia.‖ The young woman was speaking about a young man
shot by a Border Patrol agent at the border of El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua. The
fan thought it was a good idea for LTDN song writers to write a corrido about that incident, and
use the band‘s global reach to inform the audience. Another interesting interaction took place in
Odessa, Texas. A woman who appeared to be in her mid 20‘s went down the row of Tigre band
members, giving them kisses and hugs. She then took her picture with them, and as band
management or club promoters said, ―next, el que sigue,‖ she felt the rush and hurried. Then,
Jorge Hernández made a hand gesture, and said, ―espera un minutito, gracias,‖ to the event
security guard. The young woman, once again had a few words with the two older brothers of the
LTDN. She asked the older Tigres among all the crowd noise, if they planned to record a song
about the DREAMers and the DREAM act. Hernán Hernández looked at his older brother and
then at the fan, saying, ―estuviera bueno verdad.‖ The DREAM act would grant amnesty to
immigrant students in the United States.
On both occasions, the band members never confirmed or denied that they would record
a song about those incidents that grabbed local and national headlines, but instead focused on
discussing the actual events, exchanging opinions, and telling both fans that they knew of those
events, because they have been constantly informed and that they will always keep it mind. ―Es
lo que quiere el público,‖ said Hernán Hernández. In essence, las pedidas or peticiones along
with the post show photo sessions are rituals at bailes, which form a cultural and political forum
in which ideas and views of immigrants as well a festive and happy community are built,
incorporating the marginalized with the naturalized, the citizens with residents, and in effect
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uniting all peoples through the use of music. As José Saldivar contends, ―frontera identification
remains the outcome of practical activity: language, gesture, bodily significations,
desires…condensed in musical performance by acting on the body through the specific
mechanisms of identification and recognition that are produced in the intimate inter-action of
performer and crowd‖ (cited in Gilroy, 1993, p. 102). For example, another participant noted
that very intimate process and interaction between performer and crowd. He believed every
encounter with the band was important:
He visto que otros grupos cuando tú le das los papelitos con peticiones, al
momento que te complacen tiran el papelito, y los Tigres he visto que los guardan,
se lo dan a Artemio Hernández y más que nada en la sesión de fotos siempre he
aprovechado para platicarles cosas así rápido, y mandarle saludos. Cada encuentro
con ellos de cualquier forma es importante. (Tigre 5, written response)
4.2 Regionalism & Cultural Symbolism at Bailes
One aspect of all bailes that was interesting and prevalent as it is in Mexican culture, is
the display of the Catholic faith. In Pablo Vila‘s book, Border Identifications: Narratives of
Religion, Gender and Class on the U.S.-Mexico Border. Loret de Mola states ―in most Latin
American societies, Catholicism and national identity, in this particular case, Mexicanness have
become highly intertwined‖ (Loret de Mola, 2004, as cited in Vila, 2005, p. 21). Pendants, shirts,
cowboy boots and hats, belts, and bandanas with the Virgen de Guadalupe engraved was
displayed a lot at each baile, and at times, fans even threw rosaries to LTDN, who then
proceeded to hang them on their bass, bajo quintos, and accordions. I witnessed many fans
blessings themselves, for protection inside the baile and that the outcome of the night out would
be a safe one. While the display of faith is not surprising given the prominence of Catholicism in
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Mexican culture, it is interesting because in other musical genres, such as hard rock, metal, and
rap, a display of faith is sometimes seen as taboo or is not displayed publically. In a baile,
―Mexican tradition, Catholicism, and Mexican identity become synonymous‖ (Vila, 2005, p. 22).
In this forum through their ethnic and cultural performances, the fans display of their faith was
widely and publically accepted. However, as Vila observes, ―National, ethnic, racial, class,
gender, age, and regional identifications occupy only a secondary role in the construction of
Mexican identities‖ (Vila, 2005, p. 22). In summation, faith and Catholicism are primary roles
of identification, but other emerging themes tied to the Mexican identity will also be discussed in
this section in which I believe are also primary roles of identity confirmation.
Bailes allow for other forms of expression in fashion, venue decoration, cultural and
national symbolism, tied with regionalism and empowerment. (See Figure 3) The idealized
cultural symbolism I observed often originated from various states of regionalism. The focus of
regionalism during my observations rose from the pre-show camaraderie, chero/chera attire and
concert symbolism and empowerment. José Manuel Valenzuela Arce, in Jefe de Jefes: Corridos
y Narcocultura en México (2003), writes about regions and regionalism in the context of
narcocorridos, but his theory of regionalism can also be applied to the vast attributes of a baile.
In a taxonomy of characteristics related to regionalism, Valenzuela Arce explains:
―reconocimiento exaltado del lugar de origen, la región como sitio de los espacios íntimos, el
lugar de origen representa al conjunto de la nación, la región también se recontruye
memorísticamente por ser el sitio de eventos de referencia, la región nostálgica, donde se
produce un proceso de translación cultural de la nación para resignificarla en el nuevo contexto y
en cualquier parte del extranjero donde vive nuestra gente‖ (Valenzuela Arce, 2003, p. 190). In
essence, region/regionalism is a known attribute of the homeland, which creates an intimate
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representation to the nation of origin. Additionally, regionalism arises through specific
memories, events and nostalgia, and the culture of the nation or place of origin is reconstructed
in new and different contexts in any part of the outside world where migratory populations live.

Figure 3: Examples of regionalism and national symbolism (Photo by Author and Sandra
De La Mancha)
Familiarity in colors, drinks, food, language and most importantly, music allow for the fans to
perform their identities in a comfortable and familiar public sphere. In the case of the bailes at
Fort Worth and Dallas, the dance halls were clad in Mexican colors, with banners, table tops, and
even light displays inside the venue were in green, red and white. The music playing in the
background varied from mariachi, to banda, norteña, and cumbias, mostly associated with
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Mexican culture. The merchandise tables were filled with regional and national nostalgia items
of Mexico, including steel emblems of horses, horseshoes, cows, roosters, small tigers, Mexican
flags of all sizes, and bandanas. Additional merchandise were lighters, key chains, and small
cowboy boots in different and exotic colors that could be used as a pen holder. Miniature
cowboy hats with logos of Mexican states and the Mexican flag were also sold. Certainly the
demonstration and display of flags is essential as it is a physical manifestation of national pride,
more importantly, at bailes that display is welcomed and not seen as controversial.
The second sign of regionalism was in the line of fans waiting to get inside the venue for
the baile. I observed and heard fans speaking to one another about the regions of Mexico they
were from, their beloved states, the scenery and people, and at times, local cuisine. From the
conversations, it became clear that there were fans from the Mexican states of Chihuahua,
Durango, Sinaloa, Zacatecas, Tabasco, Baja California, Tamaulipas, and countries such as
Guatemala, El Salvador and Panama. The theme of regionalism and local pride continued in the
preshow camaraderie as many of the fans discussed what corridos they would like to hear from
the headlining band as well as the opening acts. One young man said, ―ojalá Polo Urias toque mi
rola, ‗El Corrido de Chihuahua.‘‖ Another baile attendee, a young woman from Ciudad Juárez
said, ―yo quiero que los Tigres toquen ‗La Mujeres de Juárez.‘‖ A man who looked to be in his
late 50s or early 60s said, ―yo estaré satisfecho si Recodo me toca ‗El Sinaloense.‘‖ These
corridos speak about the reality, events, and memory of their states and cities, with distinct songs
from their region, which helps the audience members to feel they are being represented at the
baile. The baile is also a representation of regional fashion and Mexican attire. Young women
were dressed in both provocative and conservative dresses, some seemed to flaunt their bodies
while other women opted for a more covered attire. The women mostly wore high heels, but a
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few dressed in chera attire, or a Mexican cowgirl attire complete with matching boots, and belt,
and cowboy hat or tejana and the young men dressed in chero style as well. Older men and
women were dressed in traditional attire and usually avoided the open floor and instead took
seats on the sides of the stage. ―The cultural significance of the vaquero outfit emphasizes the
idealization of the northern part of Mexico—of the rural communities to which many Mexican
migrants are no longer connected‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 145).
The attire itself also showed regional pride, as cheros and cheras traditionally wore
tejanas and sombreros or cowboy hats. Cheros and cheras showed their regional pride by steel
plaques on the side of their hats with an emblem in gold and silver that read the state they were
from, and some had the plaque reading Mexico in the Mexican colors. Other steel plaques
included roosters, cows, horses, and on a few occasions, marijuana leafs to signify the
agricultural backgrounds and lifestyles in the homeland. Further evidence of this pattern was the
way some tejanas and boots are shaped giving them a distinct regional style. Tejanas have all
sorts of shapes, and at the bailes I attended, the majority of the youth wore tejanas al estilo
Duranguense, also known as sombrero de taco. They are nicknamed that way for the reason that
the tejanas are molded with hot steam to resemble a taco. The skirt or falda of a tejana is
stretched straight up nearly touching the copa or the top of the hat. Other tejanas and sombreros
were shaped in the Chihuahua and Marlboro style which are also different styles of molded
cowboy hats, which are modeled after the hat worn by a cowboy in the Marlboro cigarette
advertisements. Chihuahua style tejanas and sombreros are also molded and steamed, in which
the skirt or falda of the hat is curved slightly upward but not touching the copa of the tejana or
sombrero. Cowboy boots worn by both men and women also showed signs of regionalism with
black lined logos of Mexican states, which were also mostly shaped in the Duranguense form,
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where the tip of the boots curve up slightly. Mexican, Guatemalan, and Colombian flags were
displayed by fans, wearing them on their belts, wrapping them around their tejanas and
sombreros, waving them in the air, throwing them on stage. LTDN members wrapped the flag
around their necks like a scarf, or would grab the fan‘s flag, hold it up, then hang it on their
instruments. (See Figure 4) Just like in immigration rallies and demonstrations, at bailes, ―flag
waving is a visual argument through which immigrants and their supporters express cultural
citizenship, civic virtue, and democratic participation‖ (Pineda & Sowards, 2007, p. 167).
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Figure 4: Wearing of the Mexican flag (Author‘s own photo)
As previously mentioned, LTDN performed at bailes in Odessa, Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas, to
promote their latest Grammy winning album MTV Unppluged: Los Tigres Del Norte and
Friends. Although they were promoting this album, just like at many LTDN bailes, the fans
focused on immigrant empowerment. Immigration corridos such as ―El Mojado Acaudalado,‖
―La Jaula de Oro,‖ ―Jose Perez Leon,‖ ―Tres Veces Mojado,‖ ―De Paisano a Paisano,‖ ―Mis Dos
Patrias,‖ ―El Otro México,‖ and ―Los Hijos Hernández‖ received the loudest reaction from fans.
In response to these corridos, fans sang along and cried more than with other corridos. For
example, ―El Mojado Acuadalado‖ is an immigration corrido of a mojado who crosses the border
for economic success, s/he attains it and plans to spend his money in Mexico. The mojado
traveled the U.S. and saw many things, but in the mojado‘s travels, the mojado missed his/her
country but is also grateful for what the U.S. provided; however, the mojado wished to die in
Mexico. This corrido had an overwhelmingly positive response at the bailes in the cities
indicated, perhaps because there were many immigrants there who themselves gained economic
success and identified with the corrido. Jorge Hernández said of ―El Mojado Acaudalado,‖ ―we
held that song back at least seven years, until most of the amnesty cases were processed, and the
song was dedicated to the mass of people who had legalized their status and were truly well off
economically, or if nothing else, at least legalized….we had to wait for the right moment to
release this song, when people felt like they were finally a little better off economically than they
were when they arrived. We have to sing what‘s real; it can‘t be fictitious‖ (Burr, 2000, p. 52).
The condition of being an immigrant is permanent, the fear and angst translates into
every part of that person‘s life. Some comfort is achieved when an immigrant has residency,
citizenship, or U.S. born children. Even then, they are marginalized and the victims of endless
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persecution. At bailes, the immigrant is not marginalized, but rather celebrated. Fear turns into
relentless pride of their immigrant status. They are not victims, but rather they become the
personification of the immigrant corridos performed live that night. Bailes end the persecution,
and instead become a gathering place in which the display of symbols at the bailes assists in
creating a collective identity. It is also a reconstruction of national and regional pride, which aids
transnational immigrants as well as citizens to comfortably achieve a level of patriotism and
perform their identities without caution. The word mojado is perceived by some as a derogatory
term for immigrants, but at the bailes it is seen as a word to describe the attendees; ―pura
verdad,‖ one man said, seeing the word as something to be proud of.
The term mojado and the performances of song in which the theme was about mojados or
immigration functioned as empowerment, as illustrated by the following examples. First, as
LTDN performed ―El Mojado Acaudalado,‖ which was the fourth song of the set at all three
shows I attended, Tigre frontman Jorge Hernández clenched his fist in a very powerful manner
and took off his signature tejana and saluted the audience. He then hit his chest with an open
palm or closed fist every time the word mojado was vocalized at the baile. Those signs and
gestures displayed an empowerment of the word mojado, using it as a word of acknowledgement
in unity and solidarity. ―wetback becomes a source of ethnic pride that defines migrants as
social, cultural, and economic actors, as people who cross and whose hard work makes a
significant contribution to the U.S. economy‖ (Chew Sánchez, 2006, p. 42). Those
accomplishments certainly come to fruition along with the sentiment of the mojados, but at the
bailes the feelings of displacement were exchanged for loud proud chants of the word mojado.
Further examples of this process also involved the fans who loudly sang the word mojado, many
times louder than LTDN over the amplifiers. I also witnessed several men take of their tejanas
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and wave them towards the stage in salute. A female fan also cried during this corrido, and even
though she was crying she still sang along, and had her hand over her heart the whole time,
grabbing the attention of Tigres bassist Hernán Hernández. Hernán stood in front of her, winked
at her and said, ―no llore, un beso.‖ The woman then cried even more but in a sense of relief and
joy about what had just happened. This corrido, which she obviously identified with, was an
important experience because one of the Tigres sang along with her, once again allowed her life
experiences to be acknowledged and accepted.
A second sign of empowerment were the various gritos at the bailes. The customary
―grito‖ is a loud yell or chant at a place of celebration to signify a climax of emotion; at the
bailes a prolonged ―ua,‖ or ―ay‖ were heard. One example was when a man who appeared to be
in his 50s clad in full chero attire during the performance of ―La Jaula de Oro,‖ yelled,
―ayyyyyyyyyy Sinaloa,‖ followed by a laugh. As LTDN closed the show with ―América,‖ they
engaged the crowd with a chant of ―Me-xi-co, Me-xi-co, Me-xi-co,‖ and before the leaving the
stage the Tigres said, ―muy buenas noches a todos nuestros amigos de México, América Central,
Centro y Sur América, Guatemala, de donde quiera que sean amigos, Dios los bendiga, hasta la
próxima, gracias.‖ With a goodbye including an acknowledgement of the different regions and
parts of the world their fans were from, both LTDN and their fans created a space in which
regionalism, cultural symbolism, and individual empowerment was not only accepted but
expected. They safely performed their identities, rituals, and customs without any fear or worry
of interruption or marginalization, using the baile to recreate another Mexico accompanied by its
fashion, drinks, foods and attire. Banfield states that this process applies to bailes and all its
accompanying events as ―cultural codes are defined here as sets of principles, representations,
practices, and conventions understood to be embraced by an artistic community. These are
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cultural, ideological inscriptions of meanings conceived, created and constructed, and then
projected by performances which suggest that certain ways of being, thinking and looking, and
styling are normative, preferable, and validated. They are reflective of ideas, and they project
powerful images and imaginings that are sustaining and impressionable‖ (Banfield, 2012, p. 9).
4.3 Re-Defining & Re-Conceptualizing the Corrido
Research literature provides an in-depth look and understanding of the corrido, such as
María Herrera-Sobek, Martha Chew Sánchez and José Manuel Valenzuela Arce who define
corridos and often discuss the social and economic characteristics of corrido listeners. However,
participants in this study define what a corrido is to them, what they messages they contain and
who they are written for. For example,
En un corrido se menciona ya sea una historia de la vida real, algún problema por
el que atraviesa el país. Por ejemplo, el corrido de ―Aguas Revueltas,‖ que es la
situación que estamos viviendo actualmente en México. (Tigresa 27, written
response)
―Aguas Revueltas,‖ a current corrido by LTDN, speaks about the corruption in Mexico, and is
narrated by a father and son. The son is part of the police force and swears to his father that he
will not be corrupted and will remain on the side of the Mexican people, and more importantly
follow the advice of his father who told him that with the sweat off his forehead, he should enjoy
everything he has, instead of becoming corrupt. In response, the son tells his father:
Padre yo soy comandante, y nunca trabajare para ningún traficante, como le
respeto a usted, prefiero morirme de hambre. ―Aguas Revueltas‖ (Bello, 2009,
track 1).
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However, the son was murdered because he refused to join Mexico‘s corrupt polic forces.
Certainly, this corrido captures the reality in Mexico, and Tigresa 27 stated that this corrido
represents these kinds of problems and occurrences.
Tigre 91 also provided his conceptual definition of a corrido. He believed that a well
written corrido should contain many messages and stories:
Para mi el corrido, el que esta bien escrito, es aquella cancion que narra diferentes
tipos de hechos, generalmente verídicos. A veces es para denunciar malos
manejos del gobierno, en otras ocasiones narran vivencias de gente del campo que
ha sufrido distintos tipos de injusticia, de carreras de caballos, de tragedias entre
amigos o enemigos las cuales siempre son por el amor de una mujer. El
significado que yo le encuentro, es que lo puedo catalogar como una forma de
vida, porque el escribir y/o cantar un corrido, te convierte en un comunicador,
alguien que lleva la verdad a un sin fin de publico, si bien se corre peligro, el
corrido llega a ser mas verdadero, que lo que dicen los medios de comunicación.
(Tigre 91, written response)
Tigre 91 pointed out a very crucial aspect of the corrido, observing that singing the corrido and
carrying its message with the truth about all sorts of aspects in life such as horse races,
agricultural laborers, and injustice, inherently makes one a communicator of those realities. He
stated that a corrido, which functions a catalogue of life, is more genuine than any
communicative mass media, such as newspapers, TV or online news.
Additionally, another fan provided their view of corridos, believing that the corrido is
special to Mexico, from the Mexican Revolution to the current day. He stated that the stories
change but at the end of the day they are true stories:
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El corrido es un relato de hechos, la mayoría verídicos, que corren de voz en voz
entre la gente, en los medios de comunicación y que son un secreto a voces,
musicalizado y promovido por algún grupo musical, que hace que ese evento o
hecho que aconteció en algún lugar, traspase fronteras y sea conocido por mucha
gente, de diferente región y estrato social. Es un referente de la música mexicana
que tuvo sus inicios en la revolución mexicana, hasta la fecha, con diferentes
historias, pero al fin de cuentas, son relatos. (Tigre 77, written response)
Tigre 77 defined a corrido as a story that is told from person to person, which is musically
interpreted, allowing it to cross borders and be known by many people of different regions and
social classes.
Conversely, Tigre 5 also stated that the corrido has its roots in the Mexican Revolution,
and comments about the lack of authenticity in artists that currently sing corridos:
Un corrido para mi es una historia, una composición poética, cantada al pueblo, y
estas composiciones en México eran principalmente corridos de la revolución, se
le cantaba a Porfirio Días, Emiliano Zapata, baya a muchos que lucharon en esos
tiempos. Pero con los años a tomado otro sentido, los pioneros fueron Los Alegres
de Teran, luego el grupo que ha trascendido fronteras Los Tigres del Norte.
Aunque ahora no se le canta a la revolución, ya cualquier grupo quiere cantar
corridos, pero pocos son los que conocen sobre ello. (Tigre 5, written response)
Tigre 5 said that a corrido is a poetic composition of a history, that is sung to the pueblo. Tigre 5
took into consideration the history of the corrido, in which they were sung during the Mexican
revolution, the pioneers of the corrido being Los Alegres De Teran, but as Tigre 5 noted, LTDN
has transcended borders with their corridos. Translating his response, Tigre 5 ended his
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statement about corridos by saying, ―today no one sings about revolution, any group can sing
corridos, but very few know about them (corridos).‖ Tigre 5 also contended that perhaps the
corrido genre has lost its core, because new groups do not know the purpose of the corrido, its
function and use.
These collected narratives are useful as they provide a non-academic definition of the
corrido genre rooted in the fans‘ perspective. In these four responses, a different definition
emerges of the corrido, that is different from corrido scholars‘ definition, in that the informants
did not refer to socio-economic labels. The individuals‘ self-concept which incorporates their
personal identity are also missing. Additionally the informants did not label the corrido and its
listeners. Instead they viewed and defined it as an inclusive artifact that includes the challenges
and difficulties of many populations. The informants, like scholars, tended to agree that the
corrido includes the truth, most often about el pueblo, the people‘s conceptualization of their
community that includes Mexican, Central and South American nationals, immigrants, and those
who have successfully integrated into U.S. culture. Additionally, the narratives represent a
stripped down definition of the corrido; the informants‘ responses did not include academic
terminology and language and therefore are much more relatable to the fan base.
4.4 Absent Fathers: “No Es Basta Decir Soy Padre, Si No Hay Que Saberlo Ser”
This section of the analysis provides vivid examples of the informants narratives in which
the themes are discussions of absent or strict/traditional fathers in the lives of the informants.
For example, the song ―¿En Qué Falle?‖ although it has the traditional corrido structure, it is
considered to be a balada, or ballad. The song centers around a father, his daughter, and the
daughter‘s boyfriend or partner. The father is seeking his daughter, and after a long search he
questions the boyfriend/partner asking him if he has seen her, or if he knows who she has left
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with. The father tells the boyfriend/partner almost knowing that he is lying.The father blames the
boyfriend/partner for his daughter‘s disappearance, telling him he is guilty of giving her bad
advice, ruining her, and making her pick up bad habits. The boyfriend responds saying he is not
at fault. The father states that he provided everything for her, that he never denied her anything
and provided good examples of character. Translated, ―I always worked for her,‖ the father says.
―¿En Qué Falle?‖ Enrique Negrete Rincón (2002). Performed by Los Tigres Del Norte.
The boyfriend says:
Eso no es suficiente, hay algo más de valor, que ni se compra ni se vende a ella le
falto el amor…
The desperate father ponders, reflects and says:
No basta decir soy padre, si no hay que saberlo ser. ―¿En Qué Falle?‖ (Negrete
Rincón, 2002, track 6).
The song revolves solely around the message that a parent‘s duty is not to provide materialistic
objects, money, food, etc., but instead the parent‘s duty is to provide endless love, compassion
and support. The last verse of the song certainly aims to bring attention to absent fathers, by
saying that the role of the father is not a biological one, but rather should be to fulfill emotional
and supportive roles.
The role of being a parent is a prominent theme for Tigresa 28, as she identified strongly
with ―¿En Qué Falle?‖ because she believes it speaks to her role as a mother. Translating her
opening response, she states that this song is a testament ―to parents like us:‖
Una enseñanza hacia nosotros los padres o los que de alguna manera tenemos la
responsabilidad de alguien más, de no dar solo lo material, sino también cariño y
comprensión. (Tigresa 28, written response)
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Tigresa 28, who told me she was recently divorced and serves as a father figure to her children
because she had twice the responsibilities, and in that process provided love and understanding
for her children.
―El Ejemplo‖ is a LTDN corrido narrated by a father who is speaking to his estranged
wife and mother of his children. This corrido is very different in that the father is the one who is
the narrator and refuses to grant his wife a divorce because he loves his children a lot. During the
corrido, the father stands against his wife, telling her of all the wrong she has done in the
relationship. The father says ―a lot of times I see that you are surprised when I am affectionate, I
kiss you and I am affectionate, I only do it in front of the children, because when we are alone, I
cannot stand you, it‘s for them that I do not ask you for the damn divorce.‖ This corrido is
distinct because the man is the one who is suffering for his children; typically the corridos are
stories about women struggling with men and the fathers of their children.
Although this corrido is different, for two informants one verse in particular stands out:
Porque yo no he de dar el ejemplo de dejar ha mis hijos sin padre. ―El Ejemplo‖ (Bello,
1995, track 2). Tigre 96 and Tigre 30 both identify with ―El Ejemplo,‖ and they
specifically chose this song because it is a testament to their childhood of having an
absent father. An important turning point for them is that their very upbringing also
served as a teaching moment:
My father was never in my life until very late. I learned to be a man from my
Mother. In retrospect, my Mother was more of a man that my father ever was or
ever will be. The song is about a woman who leaves with the children, and keeps
the man out of the loop. In my case my father was a serial ladies man. I was the
son had out of wedlock, out of a extra marital affair my dad had. My mother did
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not know my dad was married you know. The song is about a woman that leaves,
and the father wants a relationship. In my life, my mother did not stick around,
she left, and my father bailed, didn‘t care about me. I do not hold resentment,
because that would have prohibited me fully enjoy being raised by a woman, you
know? My mother did everything for me, much more responsible, much more
loving and caring, and frankly much more of a man than my dad. I love that song
because one line of lyric identifies with me so much. It is chillingly accurate. The
song says, ―porque yo no he de dar el ejemplo, de dejar a mis hijos sin Padre,‖
that to me is such a strong statement to make in a song, and I identify with it,
because I will make it one of my life goals to NOT leave my children without a
father you know. That line is just so strong in our culture, it borders on taboo,
because there are so many Mexican kids and Latinos without their fathers you
know. That‘s why I love that song so much. (Tigre 96, personal communication)
Tigre 30 had a different narrative with the same theme, as he noted that as he grew up, he was
aware, acknowledged, and questioned his upbringing in a single mother household. He
acknowledged that he was at times angry for not having a father, but ultimately that upbringing
positively inspired him:
―El Ejemplo,‖ it‘s more from a personal, more of a personal standpoint than
anything, it‘s got mainly to do with my upbringing, where I, where I mainly grew
up criticizing my inherited position, where I was born into a single mother
household, and that song really resonated with me, because I, from as far back as I
could remember that I started to try, to try to counter or be angry about inheriting
this single mother stature, where I looked forward into the future to where one
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day I could say, that you know I‘m going to set the example where I don‘t leave
my own kids without a father. (Tigre 30, personal communication)
Both men were raised in a single parent household. Both Tigre 30 and Tigre 96 were raised by a
woman, and identified with the song as it inspired them and served as a reminder that they had
absent fathers, and that they would not leave their own children without their fathers. Both
participants were very grateful for being raised by a woman.
The following narrative response is also about an absent father, only in this response the
participant identified with a different corrido called ―Mi Sangre Prisionera.‖ Her narrative is
filled with deep personal insight about not only the absence of a father figure but its
consequences and possible long term effects on the children:
This one is about the dad that his son is in prison…ahhhh feels abandoned, um,
well I mean you have a lot of cases with, I mean on of two reasons, you have a lot
of cases where the father figure is absent, I think there is a phrase in Spanish que
dice, ―que por no tener padre que desmadre,‖ or something like that. Where a lot
of young Latinos you know, here in the United States their father is an absent
figure, and the pressure lies on the mother, to sacrifice so much to make sure that
the kids turn out right. Sometimes because of this absent father figure, there‘s you
know, kids turn out to not respect authority, and you know turn into criminals, so
that‘s one thing that I agree and yeah it‘s personal also, I my dad is an absent
figure in my life. (Tigresa 8, personal communication)
The corrido that she referred to starts with a conversation between a father and his son. The son
is calling from a jail or prison, telling his father to get him out. The father and narrator comments
throughout the song about his guilt and his absent role as a father. He preferred ambition, job,
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money and a certain kind of lifestyle over providing his son with love and time. The father
admits his failure to provide love; he acknowledges the streets educated his son, and that his son
graduated with a diploma from prison. The father admits his mistakes, and he says it hurts him
to see his blood in a prison like a caged animal. The father then says he is the criminal.
Tras de las rejas me miraba con cariño, yo no era un niño era todo un criminal,
perdí la vida enredado en los negocios, fueron mis socios la locura y la ambición,
no tuve tiempo de jugar con el un poco, ni cultivarle con amor su corazón, me lo
educaron por las calles poco a poco, me lo entregaron con diploma de prisión…
Hablado:
…donde ha quedado mi niño, cuando me pidió cariño no le abrí mi corazón,
nunca lo lleve a la escuela, poco lo arrulle en mis brazos, tampoco le di un abrazo
el día de su graduación, hice mi Dios del dinero, y el hijo que tanto quiero lo hice
fiera de prisión, de que me sirvió el dinero. ―Mi Sangre Prisionera‖ (Valencia,
1996, track 3).
Tigresa 8 was able to capture the sense that perhaps many Lationas/os have in the United States
about absent fathers. She was also raised by her mother, and only had contact with her father
very late in her life. She is the main care taker for her mother, and sees now that the love and
care for a loved one is not of materials and possessions, so her sense of identification to the song
is a personal one. Tigresa 8‘s younger brother has not had troubles with the law, but she felt her
brother strays a lot from the values and morals their mother taught them. She attributes her
brother‘s actions which sometimes threaten his liberties and safety to the father‘s absence for
most of their lives. She feared the brother‘s behavior might lead him to jail, or prison, much like
the young man in ―Mi Sangre Prisionera.‖
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The preceding participant narratives are a testament of what can come from an absent
father in the household. The informants strongly identified with and liked those corridos that
most often narrate their own lives. Secondly, the informants accepted the message and hoped that
they would not fail as fathers or parents. Perhaps more importantly they acknowledged that the
people they are today was the sole responsibility of their mothers taking on both parental roles.
The disposition and experiences of their lives led the listeners to strongly identify with those
corridos that carry the same message as their morals and values, reflecting a deep emotional
feeling for the participant, and also serving as a guide for the future as the participants possibly
face parenthood.
4.5 “Diles Por Hay Ha Tu Padre y Madre” & Libro de Recuerdos
This section of the analysis is dedicated to the informants‘ narratives that relate to
corridos and songs they identified with because it serves as a constant reminder of the sacrifices
made by parents in order to provide their children with a better future, in hope that they will be
able to have and insure a better life. Additionally, narratives are also provided about distinct
memories shared with parents and family members involving the music of LTDN. ―Cuando Se
Llega a Viejo,‖ is a corrido about a parent who is growing old. He/she narrates the corrido by
telling his or her son/daughter, that they should study, so they can prepare themselves for a
secure life.
Un día llegaras a viejo y tarde vas a entender, que tu vida fue una historia, y que
pudiste escribirla para ganar o perder, y si piensas que yo he fracasado no cometas
los mismos errores, prepárate estudia mucho y busca rumbos mejores…
Hablado:
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Porque ahora vas a jugar el abur te vida, pero arrojándote tu mismo como apuesta,
prepárate hijo, cuenta conmigo, tú eres joven, puedes hacerlo y nada te acuesta,
solo evita caer en los vicios porque el vicioso no llega a parte alguna, mira
cuantos jóvenes se pierden y con su desgracia otros amasan inmensas fortunas, yo
solo quiero que tú triunfes hijo, que de malo tiene eso, entiéndeme, el camino de
la vida es largo, y ese camino no tiene regreso. ―Cuando Se Llega a Viejo‖
(Gómez, 1991, track 11).
The parent tells the child, ―If you think I have failed, do not make the same mistakes, study a lot
and look for a better life.‖ The parents only want what is best for their child, but they do warn
them to be careful and not fall into bad habits, because those who are consumed with bad habits
do not get too far in life. The spoken part of the corrido ends as such, ―I just want you to succeed,
what is wrong with that, understand me, the journey of life is long, and that journey has no
return.‖ The parents encourage their child to make all the right choices in life.
These themes are present in three narrative responses from LTDN fans in this study. Two
of them were raised in low income households with immigrant parents who for a long time
worked in cleaning or labor employment to help support their families. The hard work and
sacrifice by their parents came to fruition as the children of immigrants were inspired and
grateful for their parents‘ messages, advice, emotional and economic support. The last narrative
in respect to ―Cuando se Llega Viejo‖ is a response from an actual parent who within the line of
questioning said this was her favorite song. She talked about a parent‘s sentiment and well
wishes for their children and thought the song was a vivid explanation of her feelings:
My parents have always pushed me to study and to be the best, it‘s, like I
remember I was sometimes thinking when I was younger, and I don‘t know if you
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went through this, but I know some of my friends and I have gone through it,
where like you see other people have a lot more and you blame your parents for
not having that much, because you see little kids going to different trips and
everything, and you‘re like ―well if my parents had better jobs they would be able
to buy all this stuff,‖ and I felt like that. Once in a while I did think like that when
I was younger, I‘m talking a teenager, you know? You have no idea how much I
regret those thoughts, because they didn‘t mean for it to happen like that you
know? That‘s why they always told me, ―then study, study, study, study, go to
school.‖ My dad has worked so hard, even right now when I‘m working he still
offers to help me pay for my tuition, even though that would mean getting back
into debt himself, for, just for me not to struggle paying tuition, and that speaks so
highly of him and it‘s just like wow, this man wants me to go to school. (Tigresa
5, personal communication)
Tigre 96 provided a similar narrative about the financial restrictions he grew up under. Through
tough times, his mother always focused on a message of being a good son, man, and person, as
well as providing a constant message of love and continued success through studying:
Another bad ass song is ―Cuando se Llega a Viejo.‖ That is one song that I am
not able to hear completely, like I have but from then on it is hard for me to listen
through and not tear up or think about my mother you know? It‘s just a
testimony, a very vivid testimony and reminder about the sacrifices our parents
have made whether they are immigrants, or just folks that have a blue collar job
their whole lives, and that they want a better life for us, to be appreciative of
everything we have even if we don‘t have the best things, you know what I mean
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compita? Compa, it‘s difficult to be the best you can when you have limited
financial resources, but growing up the way we did we learn to appreciate other
things that people take for granted you know? With that said we don‘t have a lot
of things compa, pero we do what we can with that we have and once again the
emphasis is on being better people, whether it is through our actions or if you
study, y mi Jefita always told me ―tienes que estudiar mijo.‖ That always stuck
with me, poor and all, we made it through and we just want to work and be good
people. (Tigre 96, personal communication)
Tigresa 5 and Tigre 96 both strongly identify with this corrido, and now both informants are
graduate students pursuing their master‘s degree, which in itself is a sign of social mobility and a
direct answer to not only the corrido, but their parents‘ advice and well wishes. A significant
topic brought forth by both informants was their acknowledgement of economic barriers due to
their parents‘ migrant status, or having employment with low or minimum pay. Those economic
barriers at times prohibited the individual from reaching their full potential, although these
informants faced socioeconomic barriers, the sacrifice and encouragement was shared with their
parents in order to gain social and economic mobility.
The continued success through acquiring an education was also a narrative Tigresa 1
provided. Tigresa 1 is a mother and an immigrant who is now a naturalized citizen. Her
testimony is one that she believed parents wish they could tell their children about how they have
gone through grueling emotional and physical effects in mediocre jobs to provide for their
children. She stated that no parent who has gone through those experiences would wish that on
their children. Tigresa 1provides her narrative in respect to ―Cuando se Llega a Viejo‖:
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Ay caray esa te llega mucho más porque, es algo que muchos padres le quieren
decir a sus hijos. Que tal vez, perdón. No tienen la suficiente confianza para,
perdón. Para decirles lo que uno le quiere decir en sus hijos verdad, que se miren
en uno, que uno se mato trabajando, en trabajos de lo que salía, y no quisiera uno
que sus hijos pasaron por todo eso, y creo que es un buen recuerdo, un buen
ejemplo, un buen consejo que uno les puede dar a sus hijos, si alguien no tiene la
confianza de decirle eso a sus hijos, nada más que lo sienten un ratito, ―mira
escucha esta canción, que bonito.‖ Y ya ojalá si el hijo es de bueno sentimientos,
y es de ―buena madera,‖ como luego dicen, ahí va entender lo que uno le quiere
decir. (Tigresa 1, personal communication)
Tigresa 1 as the only parent who provided a narrative in connection to this song saw the corrido
as a testament of what every parent feels and wants to say to their children. She believed the
song is a great example, and offers great advice to sons and daughters, but she said if the child is
mature enough—―buena madera,‖ the child will understand the message of the song and make a
change.
The last and only narrative is dedicated to a participant that provided great insight into
the building of memories that she shared with her father involving the music of LTDN. Tigresa 2
had a particular memory involving her father, which she said was definitely a turning point in her
fan status of Los Tigres, but more importantly it is one of her favorite memories of her father.
Los Tigres Del Norte‘s song ―La Yaquesita,‖ a cumbia in musical style, served as a marker for
Tigresa 2‘s origin from the Mexican state of Sonora and a memory of her father. When recalling
the song and her story she broke down in tears, but then smiled in recollection:
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La Yaquesita porque es un recuerdo muy bonito que tengo de mi Papá. Mi Papá
llegaba del trabajo y yo a bailar, a bailar con el, cantaba ―La Yaquesita,‖ Así fue
que fue inculcando esta música, y es el himno para nosotros los Sonorenses, este
nosotros con esa canción nos identificamos. Yo fui al concierto en San Diego con
mi Papá, yo vi a Don Jorge en el 2007, en el 2008 perdón, mi Papá falleció en el
2007. Cuando yo vi a Jorge, este Don Jorge Hernández, cuando yo lo vi a él, se
acerca Artemio, y dice ―¿y su bailador hoy no vino?‖ Porque era mi Papá él que
me acompañaba, y se cerca Artemio y dice ―¿y mi bailador?‖ Y yo volteo y le
digo que no, que mi Papá ya había tenido un año que había fallecido. Don Jorge
se voltea, me agarra, yo me se acerque y lo abrase, y me dijo, ―Señora no llore,
todo va estar bien,‖ dijo. Cuando en el baile, la dedicaron esta canción al nombre
de mi Papá que en paz descanse, pero fue ―La Yaquesita.‖ Y no hay concierto
desde el 2008 para acá, no hay concierto que Don Jorge no la cante y se quite el
sombrero, y a mí eso me parte el alma, es muy bonito recuerdo. (Tigresa 2,
personal communication)
Artemio Hernández is one of the brothers of Los Tigres Del Norte and is part of the tour staff as
public relations manager. ―Don Jorge,‖ as referred to by Tigresa 2 is LTDN director and vocalist
Jorge Hernández. Tigresa 2 related her fandom of LTDN in relation to a song that her father
sang to her, and when he got home from work, they would often dance to that song together. ―La
Yaquesita,‖ is also a point of regional pride for Tigresa 2, as she has many memories involving
the song, her father, and LTDN. At every baile when performing ―La Yaquesita,‖ the lead singer
of the band always saluted her and her father by taking his cowboy hat off, out of respect to her
father who passed away.
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Three of the respondents identified songs that remind them of their parents. More
importantly, they seem to identify with these songs as a reminder of their parents‘ legacy and
lives. Their narratives also included vivid memories and advice from their parents, which in turn
shaped their identities, work ethic, and life goals.
4.6 Corridos with Coded Words & Doble Sentido
This section of the analysis is dedicated to the narratives in which the fans‘ favorite
corridos are those that contain metaphoric language, lyrics with double meaning (doble sentido),
and coded words. The informants then created their own meaning of the corridos. Corridos with
coded words and doble sentido still follow the traditional corrido structure, with added
metaphoric and coded language. Additionally, I provide not so much of an analysis of the
corridos, but an attempt to decode the heavily metaphoric lyrics of ―Pacas De A Kilo,‖ ―El
Sucesor,‖ and ―La Granja.‖
The first corrido with doble sentido and metaphoric language is ―Pacas De A Kilo.‖
Valenzuela Arce states:
el ya clásico Pacas de a kilo, de Los Tigres Del Norte, constituye un ejemplo del
lenguaje metafórico de los narcocorridos. En él no sólo se reseña la actividad,
también se denuncia complicidades entre policías y narcos mediante un lenguaje
ingenioso. El corrido describe el aprendizaje inicial, o la socialización primaria
que se construye en los nuevos contextos del campo mexicano, donde se cultiva la
marihuana y donde algunos niños aprenden a contar costales de la hierba. Con
posterioridad, el aprendizaje incluye la posesión de la experiencia para burlar o
evitar la captura y la acción de los cuerpos policíacos en el negocio del cultivo de
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la marihuana (ganado sin garrapatas), donde la de mejor calidad (las colitas de
borrego) se exporta a otros países (Valenzuela Arce, 2003, p. 137).
The author notes that this corrido is a classic containing metaphoric language of
narcocorridos.
The lyrics to ―Pacas De A Kilo,‖ are as follows:
Me gusta andar por la sierra me crea entre los matorrales, ahí aprendí hacer las
cuentas no más contando costales, me gusta burlar las redes que tienden los
federales, muy pegadito a la sierra tengo un rancho ganadero, ganado sin
garrapatas que llevo pal extranjero, que chula se ven mis vacas con colitas de
borrego. ―Pacas De A Kilo‖ (Bello, 1993, track 1).
The lyrics are filled with agricultural references, but Mark Cameron Edberg decodes the lyrics of
the corrido, and reveals their double meaning and metaphoric language:
―Que bonita se ven mis vacas con colitas de borrego‖—a phrase that would
commonly be used to describe cows: ―How nice my cows look with tails like
lambs.‖ But if the word pacas is used instead of vacas, the sentence means ―How
nice my packed[or packet of] marijuana looks.‖
―Aprendí hacer las cuentas contando costales‖—a phrase that, in normal farming
context would roughly mean ―I learned [from a young age] how to count the
bushels of food.‖ In a narco context, it means, ―I learned [from a young age] how
to count the bushels of marijuana.‖
―Ganado sin garrapatas‖—a phrase that, in a farming context, refers to ―cattle
with no ticks.‖ In a narco context, it means ―the finest marijuana available, with
no seeds‖ (Cameron Edberg, 2004, p. 63).
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The decoding of the lyrics is important because it brings about two important observations. One,
the lyrics in fact contain metaphoric language and two it opens up different channels of
comprehension when it comes to this complicated and metaphoric song. Valenzuela Arce
believes this particular song has metaphoric language that embodies the narcocorrido. Mark
Cameron Edberg makes that argument as well: ―in addition to the liberal use of rural metaphor of
code, this particular narcocorrido truly encapsulates many of the themes discussed…closeness to
and intimate knowledge of the land; affection for the region‖ (Cameron Edberg, 2004, p. 64).
However, one of the respondents in this study felt that this song was important because of
his upbringing, and is not in fact a narcocorrido:
For me a song like ―Pacas De A Kilo‖ is one of my favorites, and this also goes
for people that say LTDN sing narcocorridos. La parte que dice, ―ahí aprende
hacer las cuentas no más contando costales, me gusta burlar las redes que tienden
los federales, muy pegadito a la sierra tengo un rancho ganadero, ganado sin
garrapatas,‖ I would say to you, why does it have to be a narcocorrido? It‘s an
amazing use of double meaning I think, sure if a narco listens to that song he can
find his drug reference, a person who doesn‘t know anything about corridos,
much less about the agricultural life, they would think ―Oh it‘s a narcocorrido.‖
For me, when the song says about ―contando costales,‖ when I was growing up I
wasn‘t counting costales of drugs, it was counting costales de frijol and maiz
compa, my grandfather had to hide product because the local law would steal our
crops, so we had to sneak them past the federales. Doesn‘t mean we were
sneaking drugs you know, y luego tambien, ―un rancho ganadero, ganado sin
garrapatas,‖ people have to know that doesn‘t mean what you think it means, we
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had a rancho ganadero with lots of animals and crops, not bad crops you know,
we had great product of the finest quality, plump tomatoes, lettuce, great milk
from great cows, and not weed with lots of stem, te digo, people know what it
means compa. ¿Porque tienen que ser narcocorridos? La gente que no se educa o
no son de ese tipo de vida no saben amigo, o sea no saben nada, ven y leen solo
que está enfrente de ellos, y no se educan sobre otros tipos de vida, otra vida
agrícola que no incluye el trafico de drogas, porque hay gente que se dedica al
campo que son buena gente, y plantan verdura y no droga, así es. (Tigre 96,
personal communication)
As Tigre 96 explained, while growing up his father planted and grew crops such as beans and
corn, and not marijuana or heroine. He stated that people who have no knowledge of agricultural
life on the ranch are predisposed to label corridos as narcocorridos, but he also adds that the
message taken from the song depends on the person. He said if a narco is looking for references
of a narco lifestyle they are there. Conversely like him, if one wants to find a message of the
agricultural life, that message is there as well.
―El Sucesor,‖ is the next corrido that two informants mentioned not only as their
favorites, but mentioned that they contain a strong political message and story with the use of
code words and double meaning.
Aquí tienes estas llaves, desde hoy es tuya la tienda, trata de ser cauteloso y nunca
la desatiendas, este negocio es muy bueno para que un día se pierda, tenemos ya
mucho tiempo comprando y vendiendo todo, hoy tú como el sucesor tendrás que
seguir mis modos, así pase lo que pase vas a controlarlo todo, como es grande la
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familia cambiamos de presidente, cada 6 años lo menos, quítenlo, tuvo y presente,
si no se cierra la tienda, el pacto queda al corriente…
Que disfrutes de tu puesto, la tienda queda surtida, no más tapa el ojo al macho
por si algún día te investigan, al primero que la pierda le puede costar la vida, no
puedes vendan la tienda tampoco cambiar de socios, recuerda que por cien años
ha sido nuestro negocio, no te vaya suceder lo que le paso a Colosio, cuando se
llegue aquel día te pasara otro las llaves, procura que el sucesor conozca muy bien
las claves, pues si se pierden las riendas nos van a dar en la mano. ―El Sucesor‖
(Armenta, 1997, side 1, track 2).
Using Mark Cameron Edberg‘s analysis, below I offer my decoding of the lyrics of ―El Sucesor‖
of double meanings and coded words present in the song.
―Aquí tienes estas llaves, desde hoy es tuya la tienda,‖—The narrator is leaving
the keys to the presidency to the successor, leaving ―the store‖ or Mexico the
country to the successor and his political party.
―Tenemos ya mucho tiempo comprando y vendiendo todo,‖—The politicians in
Mexico have had a lot of time in office selling off Mexico‘s assets and natural
resources.
―Como es grande la familia cambiamos de presidente, cada 6 años lo menos…si
no se cierra la tienda el pacto queda el corriente,‖—The Mexican presidency
changes every six years, and it almost always one political party that wins, every
6 years there is no change, if ―la tienda‖ or Mexico does not close its doors, the
pact of corruption will continue.
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―Que disfrutes de tu puesto la tienda queda surtida,‖—The narrator is telling the
successor to enjoy the presidency, ―la tienda,‖ which is full of natural resources
which to choose from.
―No más tapa el ojo al macho, por si algún día te investigan, al primero que la
pierda le puede costar la vida.‖—Be careful, be aware if they one day investigate
you, the narrator says. The narrator warns that the successor who loses the
country and its assets could cost that person his/her life.
―No puedes vendan la tienda tampoco cambiar de socios, recuerda que por cien
años ha sido nuestro negocio, no te vaya suceder lo que le paso a Colosio,‖—You
can‘t sell the store. The narrator tells the successor not to sell Mexico and its
natural resources to a different party or perhaps a different cartel. He warns, what
happened to Colosio might happen to you. Luís Donaldo Colosio was assassinated
in the mid-90s after declaring, ―yo veo un México con hambre de justicia.‖ His
speech was seen as a popular cry for the Mexican people against political
corruption and impunity. After his speech he was seen as the favorite to win the
Mexican presidency. He was assassinated and Mexicans generally believe by the
Salinas de Gortari government and Cartel de Tijuana, or the Arellano-Felix drug
trafficking organization.
―Cuando se llegue aquel día te pasara otro las llaves, procura que el sucesor
conozca muy bien las claves, pues si se pierden las riendas nos van a dar en la
mano.‖—The narrator tells the successor to teach others ―las claves,‖ the way or
key strategies of working in the government because if one does not know the
way, we are going to get in trouble and go to jail.
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Tigre 1 mentioned that one of his favorite corridos is ―El Sucesor.‖ The conversation arose from
the line of questioning which involved his favorite songs by Los Tigres Del Norte. An interesting
part of the response is that the informant did not speak directly about the double meaning and
coded lyrics, but instead responded as if he knew what the lyrics mean and the hidden message
behind them:
Yo considero que el corrido hace mención a una tienda pero realmente es el país
de México en su conjunto así lo entiendo yo. Y que las cosas que se atienden en
esa tienda deben de ser perfectamente cuidadas porque si no halo contrario van a
tener consecuencias muy serias, pero eso se refiere realmente a todas las serias
situaciones enérgicas que vive nuestro país, el narcotráfico, tratante blancas, la
corrupción, de todo, de todo cosas mal hechas en México, y nosotros sabemos en
México que el sexenio de Carlos Salinas de Gortari, fue un sexenio de lo más
nefastos del país. Sin embargo en un discurso de Colosio en, no me recuerdo si
fue en el estado de Guerrero o de Oaxaca, él menciono ahí, que veía un pueblo
hambriento de justicía, un pueblo hambriento de, que vieran cosas con más
claridad no tanta impunidad y tanta corrupción en México. Nosotros los
ciudadanos civiles de México consideramos que fue uno de los factores de fondo,
por los cuales, todo mundo sabemos en este México que el autor intelectual del
asesinato de Colosio fue Carlos Salinas de Gortari y su gente del partido del PRI
en México, y lo asesinaron en el estado de Baja California. (Tigre 1, personal
communication)
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Tigre 1 upon my two meetings with him always carried a calculator and various newspapers,
which led me to believe that he is a very informed and well read man, which was important
because of his political insight and his recall of the coded language in the corrido.
Tigre 96 adds: also comments on the use of coded language within the corrido of ―El Sucesor.‖
Tigre 96 also is able to understand the lyrical narrative of the song and within his response
decodes and explains:
That song is even stronger man, I mean ―la tienda‖ means Mexico, Mexico‘s
resources and their people, ―tenemos ya mucho tiempo comprando y vendiendo
todo,‖ they refer to the ―la tienda,‖ and they sell everything and everyone, all of
Mexico‘s resources and assets like fruits, oil, cattle, gas, etc. etc. etc. You know,
yeah man it is amazing, ―no puedes vender la tienda tampoco cambiar de socios,
recuerda que por cien años ha sido nuestro negocio, no te valla suceder lo que le
paso a Colosio.‖ Oh my God man [very emphatic] they are saying don‘t go with
another political party, don‘t try to change it or what happened to Colosio, that‘s
what‘s going to happen to you. Its la neta de las netas, it‘s in song, the truth is
there, some people just don‘t like to hear it… the people who are informed, they
know what those lyrics and double coded words mean. I think also it makes fans,
and non fans think about the situation and the words, it gets your deep thinking
going, you think about what those words can possibly mean. (Tigre 96, personal
communication)
Tigre 1 and Tigre 96 state their favorite corrido is ―El Sucesor,‖ in part because of the double
meaning as they deciphered the coded messages in the song. They were able to distinguish the
double meaning of the words, but both informants stressed the importance of being informed
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about current events in order to fully understand the context and message of this corrido. A
person who is not informed about Mexican politics might listen to the corrido and hear a simple
song. The key is to be fully informed in order to understand the coded words and double
meaning of the lyrics.
Additionally, Tigre 84 commented about the importance of coded words and double
meaning as a source of confusion but also, it ―gets your brain going,‖ as he said. He believed
that ―not just anyone can decipher,‖ referring to the lyrics, he also says that the use of coded
lyrics also makes the song interesting:
Muchos se quedan con la duda, y se quedan preguntándose, ¿Qué significa? O
cual es el significado de algunas cosas. A veces yo siento que es bueno porque de
esa manera ponen a trabajar el cerebro uno y no cualquiera descifra. Yo pienso
que el doble sentido es como para darle, ponerle, que sea más interesante la letra y
la canción, para mí. Es bueno y a la vez no, porque muchos no le entienden, pero
es bueno también pone a trabajar el cerebro. (Tigre 84, personal communication)

―La Granja,‖ is one of the newest corridos by LTDN that contains heavy metaphoric lyrics with
doble sentido and coded words. This corrido has been censored in Mexico, and LTDN have been
banned for performing this corrido in some Mexican cities: ―organizers of the show insisted the
band refrain from playing its latest single La Granja‖ (Wilkinson, 2009, par. 2) The writer of the
song cleverly uses several animals to refer to political figures in Mexico, their acts, and lack of
political accountability. Animals are also used to refer to newspaper writers, TV reporters, and
many figures in Mexican media.
―In the song and accompanying video, fat pigs represent politicians who get rich on the
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backs of the people, and a vicious dog with fiery red eyes represents drug trafficking. A ―zorro‖
or fox (former President Vicente Fox), releases the dog and there is hell to pay, especially for
peasant farmers who get caught in the middle‖ (Wilkinson, 2009, par. 8).
Los puerquitos le ayudaron se alimentan de la granja, diario quieren más maíz, y
se pierdan las ganancias, y el granjero que trabaja ya no les tiene confianza, se
cayo un gavilán los pollitos comentaron, que si se callo solito, o los vientos lo
tumbaron…hoy tenemos día con día mucha inseguridad porque se soltó la perra
todo lo vino a regar, entre todos los granjeros, la tenemos que amarrar. ―La
Granja‖ (Bello, 2009, track 1).
The Mexican people represent ―La Granja,‖ referred to as the ―granjero,‖ or a person who works
on site at a barn or ranch. Metaphoric use of this word is used to label Mexican people as the
people in Mexico who do all the work, while the government gets all the benefits. ―La perra‖ can
stand for Mexican corruption and impunity. ―Los puerquitos‖ stands for pigs who are hungry for
money in the Mexican government. They are hungry for ―maiz‖ or corn, but it is code word for
money and power. The corrido comments on the insecurity caused by corruption: ―we have day
to day a lot of insecurity because the dog (corruption) got loose, she let everything loose, entre
todos los granjeros (Mexican people) we have to catch her or (stop the corruption).
Tigre 84 viewed some of the lyrics are indicative of unfortunate news in Mexico, he is
also able to decipher the lyrics but once again he reiterates the important of being informed to
know what the lyrics mean:
Como cuando dice ―se cayo un gavilán,‖ dice, ―no saben si los vientos lo
tumbaron,‖ pero la cosa es de que eso muchos a veces no lo entienden, pero los
que están informados rápido entienden de que se trata. Algo tan simple como
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decirte, ―se callo un gavilán,‖ no van a decir ―se callo Mouriño,‖ será que lo
mataron o le fallo en avión. Pero para no usar tantas cosas que los dejaría a ellos
en mal lugar, usan frases, o usan doble sentido para hacerlo más interesante.
(Tigre 84, personal communication)
Tigre 84 made a reference to Mouriño within his response. First he mentioned the lyric, ―se cayo
un gavilán los pollitos comentaron, que si se cayo solito o los vientos los tumbaron.‖ Second,
Tigre 84 also mentioned ―They are not going to say Mouriño fell, did they kill him, or did his
plane fail.‖ Juan Camilo Mouriño Terrazo was Secretary of the Interior for the PAN party under
President Felipe Calderón who mysteriously passed away in a plane crash on November 4th,
2008. Many Mexicans believe, as does Tigre 84, that the result of his death is questionable. ―Se
cayo un gavilán,‖ refers to a falling plane, ―que si se cayo solito, o los vientos lo tumbaron.‖
Tigre 84 assured that the gavilán was the plane that Mouriño was traveling in and that the
accident was actually planned. Tigre 28 also added that the use of coded words and doble sentido
not only make the lyrics interesting and appealing, but also help protect LTDN. Perhaps Tigre 84
believes that LTDN and their songwriters use coded words to help protect them retaliation.
In essence, the use of coded words and doble sentido in corridos by LTDN are barely
veiled stories. They inherently comment on political conflict and political issues. Their political
message is not understood by all, but three informants in this study were adamant that in order to
fully understand these types of corridos, the individual must be informed of current events and
must be able to logically piece the parts together. These corridos are a bit more intellectual, in
that they contain complex metaphoric language, but they contain the traditional despedida, and
the overall purpose of the corrido which is to inform, however vaguely it may seem to some
listeners.
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4.7 Bi-Culturalism-“Mis Dos Patrias” & Narratives of Immigrant Displacement
This section is dedicated to informant narratives that focused on bicultural issues
represented in corridos that addressed themes related to struggles of identity, race and
citizenship. Additionally, narratives of immigrant sentiment and displacement are analyzed.
These narratives also arose from the line of questioning that involved the informants describing
their favorite songs and why they identify and like the corridos.
Tigre 30 and Tigresa 8 commented about their preference for ―Mis Dos Patrias,‖ (See
section 4.0), a corrido that distinctly comments on the struggle of biculturalism, dual citizenship
and bicultural pride:
The reason why I like ‗em is because I identify greatly with them as you
mentioned. I suppose we are put in a difficult position where we attempt to exert,
I suppose, what‘s it called, exert over inflation of dual patriotism, where when we
are around our Mexican family members we have to do our best to be as Mexican
as we possibly can, and when were around our. I would say primarily American
colleagues, we try to put forth our American patriotism. But I believe the main
focus is to have is just to mainly have an embrace, a pride of both. Not try to
make one less meaningful than the other, because both of them have contributed
equally to the people we are today. (Tigre 30, personal communication)
Tigresa 8 provides her narrative in accord to ―Mis Dos Patrias,‖ with a similar sentiment, only
she provides a different narrative and opinion:
One of the songs that definitely appealed to me, is about this double identity. Yes,
I am Mexican! Yes, I live in the United States! Yes, I respect the United States!
But, my heart is divided in two. ―Mis Dos Patrias,‖ I identify so much with that
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song, because I personally feel this dilemma. In the U.S., gosh, what is this
fanaticism of, ―well where are you from?‖ The point is that, yes I am naturalized
citizen, yes I am a U.S. citizen, I am a law abiding citizen, I respect this country, I
pay my taxes. What is this fanaticism of cornering me to label myself as Mexican,
or label myself as non-American, and then going back to my family in Mexico,
―ah pues tú eres gringa, oh you‘re American.‖ I mean so, it‘s kind of like you
don‘t fit in both places, but my heart loves both countries. I am so grateful for the
opportunities that the U.S. has granted me. I am so grateful for the roots, I love
my family in Mexico, I love going to the churches, eating the food, dancing the
music, the cultural heritage is always going to be a part of who I am, that speaks
to me very loud. (Tigresa 8, personal communcation)
Informants Tigresa 8 and Tigre 30 identified with ―Mis Dos Patrias‖ in their struggle in juggling
both cultures between their families. They have had to act differently according to what parties
they are around, or what scene they are participating in. Informants Tigresa 8 and Tigre 30 both
have pride in both their countries. While the United States has provided them with endless
opportunities, their Mexican heritage has provided them with deep rooted cultural practices.
They believed in order to achieve a perfect balance one must have cultural pride in both nations,
as they both cultures have contributed to who are today.
Additionally, Tigresa 1 reported that she came to the U.S. as an immigrant, but later she
received full U.S. citizenship. She had a unique disposition in that in her real life just like in the
song, she said the Pledge of Allegiance when she became a naturalized U.S. citizen:
Uno viene de su país por diferentes razones, se viene a Estados Unidos, con la
esperanza de vivir mejor, de cuando tenga uno sus hijos que, darles una mejor
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vida, y uno se ingre en el país como uno viene de joven aquí, y crece aquí, y pues
si uno quiere a las dos patrias, uno no se olvida de su México pero hecha raíces
aquí y aquí se va quedando, aquí va creciendo sus hijos, y no no, tienes el corazón
dividido, porque también aquí encuentras algo bueno, batallando, sufriendo,
trabajando pero aquí vives tu vida, aquí se va quedando tu vida. (Tigresa 1,
personal communication)
It is important to note that even as a Mexican born woman, she reported that she also
loves both her countries. She noted that here in the U.S. one ―places roots here, they stay
here, here our children grow up,‖ but she ended by saying that her heart is split in two in
regard to her national pride.
The final section of this analysis focuses on narratives in which fans relate their
lives to a wide variety of corridos dealing with immigration, especially those that recount
the migrant experience, the suffering they endure, the sacrifices undertaken as an
immigrant, as well as the success and economic well being once they are settled into the
United States. Tigresa 2 and Tigresa 27 commented on ―De Paisano a Paisano,‖ that
emphasizes the worker and the jobs that immigrants take in hotels, restaurants and
construction. The corrido also calls for unity from countryperson to countryperson
because they are here to work and provide a better life for their children. This corrido
briefly comments on injustices in which immigrants have not been paid for work they
have done or have had immigration officials called to investigate them, as Tigresa 2
observed:
Tengo un sentimiento, de tanta emoción yo me suelto llorando cuando escucho
esa canción porque nosotros estamos, tanta gente que estamos aquí, todo lo que
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hemos pasado, uno viene y se aleja de su familia por estar mejor, y es una tristeza
que aunque tienes todo, vives bien, comes bien, estás bien económicamente pero
es como un dolor en tu corazón y con esas canciones me identifico con tanta
gente, con mis hermanos, con mis paisanos que llegan de otras partes que sufren
más que uno, y ellos siempre están ahí. Tigres siempre con sus canciones, están
con nosotros, apoyándonos y siempre unidos como nosotros. (Tigresa 2, personal
communication)
Tigresa 27 added to Tigresa 2‘s sentiments, in reference to the LTDN song, ―De Paisano a
Paisano:‖
Me identifico porque yo estuve hace algunos años allá en estados unidos,
simplemente al estar allá sufres injusticias por ser ilegal, gracias a Dios ahorita
tengo la oportunidad de estar en mi país, pero aun me duele mucho y me da
tristeza escuchar este tema porque tengo a mi hermana allá y ella sigue sufriendo
lo mismo, y todo por un futuro mejor. (Tigresa 27, written response)
Both participants had specific emotional memories about their time in the United States.
They were seemingly sad, but also aware that other people have suffered more than they
had. When they heard the song, they were mentally placed in a moment of painful
recollection. This particular corrido also gave them a sense of camaraderie with those
who share similar experiences.
The ―Jaula de Oro,‖ or the ―Golden Cage‖ is another LTDN song that speaks
about how the U.S. is seen as an economic opportunity for a better life, but the corrido
then relates both the benefits and consequences of immigrating. The immigrant who is
established in the United States still has many recollections of the homeland and their
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children‘s acculturation, while living trapped in the golden cage that is the U.S. For
example, a participant commented on ―Jaula de Oro:‖
Es lo que uno vive, todo lo que ha pasado, deje mi familia, uno tiene que pasar
por muchas humillaciones aparte de que uno no viene con el idioma, muy malos
sueldos, hacemos todo, todo hacemos, y me siento muy mal pagada, no valoran
eso, no valoran eso, y somos tanta gente Mexicana que nos ha pasado esto, y esa
canción me llega mucho por todo lo que ha vivido uno, yo me identifico mucho
con ella. (Tigresa 2, personal communication)
Tigresa 27 likes this corrido a lot but also brings her a lot of sadness she says. She relates
the corrido to her brief time she was in the U.S. She states that even across the border
when having many things around you, that is nothing compared with having your family
with you:
Este tema me gusta mucho y a la vez se me hace triste, hace años yo estuve en los
Estados Unidos de América y la verdad que estando allá se sufre, aunque lo
tengas todo, no hay como estar con la familia, como dice la letra, allá vives como
prisionero y aunque la jaula sea de oro. No deja de ser prisión. (Tigresa 27,
written response)
Tigresa 2 stated that this corrido is a testament of what she went through as an immigrant
including humiliation, her lack of English language skills, and low paying jobs. Her comment
that ―we do everything,‖ indicates that she has felt unappreciated by society, and this song
narrates these lives of many Mexican immigrants. Tigresa 27 also was agreement with Tigresa
2, but her narrative also differed in that she likes this corrido a lot but brings forth personal
memories that are sad and puts her life in perspective.
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The final two respondents provided narratives in response to ―El Mojado Acaudalado.‖
The corrido centers on an immigrant who travels the U.S. He recalls specific regions and cities,
although he has economic success he misses his homeland. He bids farewell to the many states
he visited and worked in, the narrator acknowledges that he is a wealthy mojado, but he wishes
to die in his ―tierra‖ or homeland. One respondent noted the absence of warmth and love of the
family, offering a different understanding of the corrido ―El Mojado Acuadalado.‖ While Tigresa
1 states that very few immigrants have an abundance of economic wealth, but the economic
benefits can be used in the United States and with that money help their families:
Como que es lo que pienso y siento, que vine con una necesidad a este país, y a
pesar que acá en este país puedes obtener todo, en realidad te hace falta algo y eso
es el calor de la familia. (Tigre 84, personal communication)
Tigre 84 indicated that the corrido was exactly what he thought and felt about his
experience in the U.S. Although he knew his goals and what he wanted in the United
States, he stressed that what was missing was the company and companionship of the
family in his new home.
Tigresa 1 is a naturalized citizen and has lived her life in the U.S., she understood
the corrido differently and applied the lyrics to her life in a different way. Within ―El
Mojado Acaudalado‖ the narrator states the spending of the money made in U.S. is used
and spent in Mexico, but Tigresa 1 states that money can be spent here in the U.S. She
states that is a great accomplishment to return to the homeland and say they have
accomplished something significant and help their people:
Son muy pocos que llegan hacer acaudalados verdad, pero aquí también se puede
gastar ese dinero y es bonito regresar a su patria y convivir con su gente de allá, y
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decir ―mira triunfe en Estados Unidos, para el que lo logra es muy bonito es un
orgullo ayudar a su gente. (Tigresa 1, personal communication)
She first stated that not all immigrants become economically successful, which was a sad
realization for her. She added that here in the U.S. one can also gain economic success
and return to the country of origin to share the economic wealth with their countrymen
and countrywomen. It was a point of personal pride and the culmination of her goals to
help her people.
The immigrant sentiment and identification with LTDN corridos that include
immigrant themes were strong with this study‘s informants. Often these corridos brought
up painful and sad memories for the informants, yet they strongly identified with the
corridos through the narration of their own lives and many other immigrants. These
corridos narrate their fears and worries about their goals of coming to the United States to
work. This high level of identification served as a personal and intimate discourse of
immigrants and so many other social standings of the participants in the study. Most
often they revealed personal morals and values and optimistic outlooks while speaking of
private and painful memories in relation to the music of LTDN. Those morals and stories
are present in the the music of LTDN, and the informants gravitated to the very music
that speaks to their own personal identity, pain, and triumphs.
A final statement by Tigre 84 brings closure to this chapter and this section, as his
statement also speaks to the values they hold in that they are here ―para trabajar compita,‖
as one participant told me:
Así como yo, hay muchos, y que lo único que tenemos que hacer es recordar a
que venimos a esta país, porque muchos estando en este país a veces nos
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olvidamos que dejamos familia allá, y que muchos, que gente se pierde en los
vicios, tanto como es fácil obtener algo bueno, es más fácil obtener algo malo
como lo es los vicios, y lo único que podría decir es que, no nos olvidamos de
donde venimos, y a lo que venimos, porque a este país es tratar de superar, no
olvidarnos. (Tigre 84, personal communication)
-DE PAISANO A PAISANO, DEL HERMANO AL HERMANO POR QUERER TRABAJAR-
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 “Ya Con Esta Me Despido”
Analyzing narratives of LTDN fans and the collected presentation of results and stories
presented in this thesis was and is an effective method in describing the influence and impacts of
Los Tigres Del Norte‘s corridos and bailes on their fans, which included many residents of El
Paso, Texas, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua and other communities in the United States and Mexico.
The experiences with immigration, bi-culturalism, cultural, personal dispositions and political
discourse were reflected in the stories of these informants. The analysis sought to understand
LTDN corridos, not only terms of their historical significance and purpose, but in terms of how
LTDN fans live with a deep sense of identification with certain songs and how they responded
and acted in their personal lives in relation to these corridos. The narratives contribute to the
ability to emphasize and categorically understand the griefs, struggles, and resolved and
unresolved challenges of the informants in relation to corridos, as well as the positive outlooks
that arose from the very same struggles. Historically, música norteña has been the music of the
poor, immigrant and work class. But, in both the bailes during participant observations, and indepth interviews, the scenes, fashion, and personal attributes of many participants signified a
social and economic upward mobility.
Answers to the three previously posed research questions will now be provided, including
a discussion of how my findings relate to the literature. In relation to the first and third research
questions, ―How do fans identify with corridos and songs of Los Tigres Del Norte?‖ and ―Do the
participants/informants‘ lives and occurrences affect their song or corrido preferences?‖ The
analysis demonstrated that informants sought and identified with corridos that spoke of their
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experiences, and feelings. They were more likely to listen and identify with corridos they
believed spoke of their sentiment in a real and vivid way, often bringing up painful, sad, and at
times, good memories. Their experiences seemed to affect their song and corrido preferences. A
second finding was that participants did not like or identify a song because of its musical beat or
arrangement; those accounts were missing. Instead, they identified strongly with lyrics, at times
reciting them and applying them to many experiences of their lives. This process allowed for
another form of communication, for example, songs that are labeled to be narcocorridos are
turned into heralding tales of the agricultural life. These accounts indicate that a listener should
not take a corrido at face value, but rather some political corridos must be decoded in order to
uncover a new form of political communication and discourse. The specific experiences of the
informants presented convey the afflictions, the suffering, and the constraints of human agency,
the powerlessness, and empowerment in many forms.
In relation to the second and final research question, ―What communicative channels tied
to cultural symbolism and regionalism exist or arise at bailes of Los Tigres Del Norte?,‖ the
communicative channels emerged in the form of styles of dress, physical movements, and
identity performance. The performances of identities were vast and within the baile their identies
were confirmed. Immigrants performed their identities by publicly acknowledging they were
mojados, something that they possible would not acknowledge outside of a venue in which a
baile takes place. Further identity performances took place with specific regional fashion and
regional dances to different types of music. The full performance of identity included regional
fashion and dance, language special to rural communities, and acknowledgement of a perceived
sense of self as mojados.
I believe that through this thesis I have contributed to the field of communication, more
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precisely to rituals at bailes of what the scenes and sights represent and mean for the participants.
My analysis includes an in-depth look into rituals at bailes, more specifically the activities that
build rituals in which fans at bailes participate in. Certainly there are authors that discuss some
aspects of the live events and bailes, but I address this issue in further detail and description and
view it as a form of ritual communication at bailes. Rituals at bailes and regional Mexican
concerts lacks research and with this thesis, research into a new aspect of regional Mexican
concerts, and corridos has been addressed. Furthermore, and more specifically in regards to the
literature review, this study further supports that the corrido and its sentiment are still relevant in
2012. Problems of immigration, assimilation, and acculturation in some cases have been solved
and improved, and certainly the data provided attributes to both results. The narratives serve as a
local and transnational view, and understanding of contemporary issues. Moreover, the study
captures the current temporal memory of the community, in which those communities exist not
within borders or regions but exist all around us. The participants by way of their fashion and
narratives are able to tear down borders and identify with their people in any setting. The study
like much of the literature review also marks the importance of LTDN in current popular music.
Lastly, both in the United States and Mexico, corridos, regional Mexican music, and live
concerts need to be further researched because such investigations are a public service that helps
break or move past stereotypes and discrimination that continue to disproportionally affect
immigrants, bi-cultural citizens, and many more people. Through this thesis, in narratives and
rituals at bailes, I hope to build an understanding of our communities, and in that we all share the
same goals of personal and economic prosperity in order to provide a better future for
generations to come. On the whole, ―popular music is one of our most valuable tools for
understanding the impact of nationalism and citizenship on the formation of our individual
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identities…second it is also one of our most valuables sites for witnessing the performance of
racial and ethnic difference against the grain of national citizenship that work to silence and
erase those differences‖ (Kun, 2005, p. 11). Cultural conformity by way of fashion, language,
and practices at bailes and in the public sphere are all means of conserving and continuing
particular cultural and personal practices, allowing the actors to be fully comfortable in their own
skin, and ultimately build an understanding of a non-mainstream culture.

-TO MY MOTHER, THE PEOPLE AND STREETS THAT NURTURED ME-
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2012.
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APPENDIX

Interview Questionnaire
Q 1: Where are you from?
¿De donde es originario?
Q 2: What do you do?
¿En qué o donde trabaja? ¿A que se dedica?
Q 3: How much money do you make?
¿Qué/Cuales son sus ingresos?
Q 4: What does the word corrido mean to you?
¿Qué significa un corrido para usted?
Q5: How long have you been following the band and how were you first introduced them to their
music?
¿Cuánto tiempo tiene como fan de Los Tigres Del Norte y quien o como se dio cuenta
del grupo?
Q 6: What is your greatest memory of or with Los Tigres Del Norte?
¿Cuál es el más grande recuerdo que ha tenido con Los Tigres Del Norte?
Q 7: What do you think are the central messages of Los Tigres Del Norte music?
¿Qué es el mensaje de Los Tigres Del Norte?
Q 8: In which ways do you personally identify with the music of Los Tigres Del Norte?
¿Porque que cree que usted se identifican tanto con la música de Los Tigres Del Norte?
Q 9: What are your favorite songs and why?
¿Cuáles son sus canciones favoritas y porque?
You identified the following songs (name of song), could you please describe to what this
song means to you?
¿Ha identificado las siguientes canciones (nombre de la canción), ¿Podría describir lo que
esta canción significa para usted?
Does this song address a personal experience you have?
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¿Esta canción tiene que ver con alguna experiencia personal que usted tiene?
Do you have specific memories or examples you can share with me about this song?
¿Tiene usted recuerdos específicos o ejemplos que pueda compartir conmigo acerca de
esta canción?
Q 10: What do you think about Los Tigres Del Norte corridos being censored?
¿Porque cree que han censurado algunos corridos de Los Tigres Del Norte?
Q 11: When you describe yourself as a fan of Los Tigres Del Norte, what does being a fan
involve?
¿Cuándo usted dice que es un fanático de Los Tigres Del Norte, que significa ser un
verdadero fan de Los Tigres Del Norte?
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